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FOREWORD

by Kate Thomas CVO JP
Her Majesty’s Lord Lieutenant of Mid Glamorgan
As a small child living in Cardiff in the late 1940’s, a great treat was to travel
in the front seat of the maroon Rhondda bus, to visit family friends in Ton
Pentre. It was a journey into the unknown, into a totally different life.
Although I would only have been five or six, I remember well the greyness of
the long terraces and how we always seemed to have to walk uphill when we
got off the bus.
In my teenage years, the maroon bus still went past our house going to
this place called “the Rhondda” in “the Valleys”. The only other thing I knew
was that “the Valleys” came to Cardiff to shop on a Thursday afternoon.
So much has changed since those days, but the Treorchy Male Choir has
been there right through, encapsulating the particular brand of Welshness
that comes from the mix of history, hardship, hard work and hiraeth.
I never felt more Welsh than when I was living and working outside
Wales. For Welsh people living a long way away, this must be particularly
true. Nothing brings on a greater feeling of hiraeth than the sound of a male
voice choir. That particular sound, reverberating around the opera house in
Sydney, Australia, reduced me to tears.
It is the same for my sister-in-law, sitting on a mosquito-netted deck, in
temps. of 97 degrees in Iowa U.S.A. A Kyffin Williams painting of Snowdonia
and a CD of the Treorchy Male Choir conjuring up a picture of rain-soaked
Welsh valleys, with hillside farms, sheep, chapels and the Co-op on the corner.
For sixty years, the Treorchy Male Choir has weathered storms, good
times and bad. They continue to give us great pleasure, they work for charity
and they fly the Welsh flag with pride. Long may they continue to do so.
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EDITORIAL
“We have shared a high endeavour, we have witnessed scenes of beauty and
grandeur; we have built up a lasting comradeship and we have seen the fruits of
that comradeship ripen into achievement”
SIR EDMUND HILARY
Anniversary concerts with Max Boyce and Iris Williams; a recording with
Katherine Jenkins; high-profile performances with Michael Ball at London’s
Mansion House and for HRH Duke of Edinburgh at The Savoy Hotel…to say
2006 was a memorable time for the Treorchy Male Choir would be an understatement. It was always going to be a momentous year as the choir
celebrated its Diamond Jubilee since reforming following the Second World
War. In typical Treorchy fashion we commemorated the milestone in style.
The profile of the choir was most certainly enhanced, firmly acknowledging
our position as probably the world’s most famous male voice ensemble. The
sixtieth anniversary concerts at the Wales Millennium Centre and our own
Park & Dare Theatre, coupled with a new EMI compilation album, a prestigious dinner and dance at the Millennium Suite of the Millennium Stadium,
a commemorative tie and a souvenir brochure featuring articles by HRH The
Prince of Wales, Sir Tom Jones and Dame Shirley Bassey were just some of the
many highlights of this special year. In fact 2006 in its entirety was a year of
immense celebration and the memory of which choristers will cherish.
Aside from the celebratory events marking the anniversary year, there was
also a large concert programme to contend with, major changes to the repertoire and the demand for public performances was greater than ever. The year
began without a musical director and once again choristers relied greatly on
the service of three very important ladies. Jennifer Jones remained a faithful
addition to the music staff during this period, with Jan Ball and Helen
Roberts continuing to show their immense dedication to the choir by holding rehearsals and conducting concerts during the early months of the year.
The engagements themselves remained of the highest of musical standards
and of course the cheerful disposition of the choristers and audience were
often due to the professional performances displayed by Kate Woolveridge on
the concert stage. It was also a pleasure to welcome a new addition to our
group of regular soloists in Canadian-born Diana Gilchrist who performed a
number of engagements with us during the latter part of the year.
Sadly the first rehearsal of the new year opened with the news of the passing of Edmund Evans. Affectionately known as Eddie Ike, he was a stalwart
member of the first tenor section for almost fifty years. A Life Member of the
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choir, Eddie’s top notes were a joy to hear and his cheerful smile and humour
endeared him to all. It was a pleasure to have known Eddie and we all missed
his company when ill health prevented him from remaining in the ranks during the last few years of his life. Our last encounter with him was during a
Christmas carol evening at Ysbyty George in Cwmparc, when our sudden
appearance in one of the wards saw
Eddie, who was staying there for
respite care, proclaim in his typical
high pitched fashion, “Duw!”
The choirs love affair with the
Millennium Stadium continued
throughout the early part of the year
with the honour of performing twice
on this hallowed turf. Much to the
Millennium Stadium, 2006
delight of the choristers, Dr Haydn
James and Rupert Moon kindly invited us to perform prior to the Powergen
Semi-Final and the Heinekin Cup before tens of thousands of spectators.
Each occasion marked a special moment in the lives of the choristers who
were able to indulge in some of their greatest passions in one day - singing,
sport and of course the occasional pint in a local hostelry (often accompanied
by rugby “king” Barry John whose kind requests saw us perform Myfanwy on
a regular basis!). Similarly the choir continued to support the Woodenspoon
charity by frequently travelling to Cardiff on home international days to perform in their marquee, placed in the shadow of the Millennium Stadium.
Woodenspoon’s Rob Harris and friends always ensured the warmest of welcomes and we, in turn were more than pleased to entertain his audience in
support of this marvellous charity. Those “magnificent seven” who performed
non-stop for an entire evening
to a packed marquee are
unlikely to forget the occasion
in a hurry either!
New choristers continued
to join the ranks much to the
pleasure of the existing members who welcomed them into
the Treorchy family like longlost friends. It was also a delight
to see regular visits of John
Junior Musician Competition winners Bryony
Cynan Jones who assisted with
White and Shona Evans
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the process of auditioning for a new musical director and also took part-practices in the spring. Choristers were also pleased to see Life Member and
long-serving baritone soloist Sam Griffiths visit the rehearsal room and
become reunited with so many friends in the ranks
Apart from the Diamond Jubilee Concerts probably the other major highlight of 2006 was the grand final of the Treorchy Male Choir Junior Singer and
Instrumentalist Competition. The brainchild of choristers Ian Reynolds and
Tony Davies, the competition reached its gripping climax at Treorchy
Comprehensive School in March when 14 contestants performed before a
panel of adjudicators and a hall overflowing with parents and supporters. I
found the whole experience a sheer delight and was honoured to have been
invited to compere the proceedings. To see the enthusiasm, coupled with nervousness, in the faces of those youngsters was incredibly emotional. Of
course, it was also a pleasure for me to share the stage with performers of the
same height! In all seriousness though, we should all realise the enormity of
the importance of this competition, which has now secured the financial support of Coca Cola Enterprises. Bryony White and Shona Evans, both from
Penyrenglyn Primary School, made worthy winners and went on to enjoy a
performance on the stage of the Park & Dare Theatre just a few months
before jetting off to New Hampshire, USA for an all-expenses paid trip courtesy of Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council. Congratulations must
go to Ian and Tony, for the massive amount of work undertaken by them
throughout 2005 on the run up to the finals. We are all looking forward to
the next competition with great anticipation and I am confident this project
will continue to grow within the Rhondda Valleys and not only benefit so
many junior school children, but also by offering something back to the communities that have supported us for so many years.
Vice President Clive Thomas invited Tony and I to
attend a meeting with Coca Cola Enterprises during
the autumn in which a lucrative financial deal was
struck to support the junior musician competition. It
was only natural that we showed our gratitude to them
by willingly accepting the invitation to perform at their
annual conference in Cardiff in December. The reaction from the audience, particularly when performing
their theme tune of Holiday is Coming, was certainly a
Meuryn Hughes
memorable early morning engagement for the choristers. However, one of the most pleasurable aspects of the competition was the
news that world-famous opera star Bryn Terfel agreed to become its patron.
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The Welsh bass-baritone readily accepted the invitation to support the
Treorchy Male Choir & Coca Cola Junior Musician of the Year competition
for the foreseeable future.
In March we eagerly awaited the appointment of the choir’s fifth musical
director in its sixty year history. Meuryn Hughes was certainly of distinguished musical pedigree as the grandson of composer Arwel Hughes and
nephew of the founder of the Welsh Proms Owain Arwel Hughes.
Within a few short weeks choristers began to realise that Meuryn was certainly a musical force to be reckoned with. His unfathomable zeal and
boundless energy endeared him to all the members with his new challenging
musical arrangements and style of performance. If one considers the legacy of
Meuryn, then surely it must be his arrangement of Nessun Dorma, which saw
standing ovation after standing ovation in so many of the country’s largest
concert halls and cathedrals. The repertoire steadily increased with new
arrangements of the Westlife hit You Raise Me Up, I Dreamed a Dream from Les
Miserable and Somewhere Over the Rainbow. It was also a pleasure to perform
so many of the more traditional repertoire with a new interpretation of the
music and probably the most inspiring item to sing was Tydi a Roddaist as it
was composed by Meuryn’s grandfather.
It was in such a pleasant, positive atmosphere that the choir gave some of
its best concert performances in a number of years, taking Cheltenham,
Weymouth, Woburn, Coleford, Walsall, Malborough and Malvern by storm.
Television and radio broadcasts continued with a DVD recording of
Gwahoddiad with singer Huw Priday and a performance on S4C’s Newyddion
followed by an appearance on BBC’s Wales Today. The
concert at Malborough College, the training ground
for a whole of host of distinguished recipients of
Victoria Crosses in the two world wars, was one of the
finest musically in living memory.
The disappointing moment in the year came midsummer with a weekend visit to Skegness and Kings
Lynn. Sadly the powers-that-be were certainly against
us as the plans for the trip were scupperred throughout. Our accommodation in Skegness was akin to a
Fawlty Towers farce with most of the hotel still underBall delighted by her
going refurbishment and only a few rooms available. Jan
‘flowery’ gift in Skegness
This disastrous scene caused the buses to be late arriving at the Corn Exchange in Kings Lynn and the choir was faced with a rather
unhappy audience. Fortunately the concert rapidly improved from this very
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low point and by the following day all memories of it’s mishaps were forgotten. Problems with the hotel continued throughout the second day and with
a Carry On atmosphere about it the choristers enjoyed walks along the promenade before walking to the Embassy Theatre in
Skegness for the evening concert, which was
attended by the Dutch Consulat. The concert
was a tremendous success and choristers, many
of whom were still without a bed for the night,
settled into the hotel bar for a celebratory drink
until the early hours which helped take their
minds off the lack of accommodation!
For more than a year I had been in consultation with EMI records in the hope that they would produce a new “greatest
hits” compilation of previous recordings to celebrate our anniversary. I was
overjoyed to see the release of The Diamond Collection in the summer and
it fast became a bestseller in the choral music catalogue. The selection of
music, all recorded during John Cynan Jones’s tenure as conductor, are of the
highest possible standard and in fact it was difficult to decide which ones not
to use on the final product. Needless to say original recordings of My Way,
Annie’s Song, Jimmy Brown, I Believe, With You On My Mind (exquisite!) etc.,
make it a very special addition to the Treorchy discography.
In June the choir made a return visit to the Mansion House for a performance at the British Red Cross Gala Dinner. Sharing the stage with West End
star Michael Ball, the choir gave a first-class performance and were the only
performers invited to give an encore. Following video screen coverage of the
Red Cross’s relief work at the 1966 Aberfan Disaster, the rendition of Nessun
Dorma from the upper balcony, looking down on the guests while we stood
in one long row around each side of the gallery made it all a very memorable
evening.
One of the most pleasurable tasks this year was compiling a Diamond
Jubilee brochure and once again I was astonished at the eager response of so
many international celebrities in voicing their kind words of congratulations
on our sixtieth anniversary. HRH The Prince of Wales sent a very kind
Foreword for the publication and the selection of ninety five quotations from
some of the world’s greatest entertainers reinforced my long-held belief that
Treorchy is a household name around the globe. Sadly two of the contributors passed away in close succession. I was saddened to discover that
Honorary Member Ronnie Cass, whose contribution to the West End stage
remains legendary, passed away within a matter of days of my receiving his
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letter. Our frequent telephone calls on the weeks leading up to his unexpected death were always a joy as he would happily shout “sw mae!” down
the phone once he realised I was a fellow Welshman. Similarly, I was one of
many to feel deeply saddened by the sudden death of Grenville Jones, better
known as cartoonist Gren of the South Wales Echo. Over the many decades
in which he brightened the pages of the daily newspaper, he often referred to
the choir in his many deliciously funny cartoons which were always filled
with fluffy sheep and monotonous terraced streets clinging to valley mountainsides. For our anniversary he put pen to paper and drew a truly
marvellous cartoon of the choir performing on stage. The original is now
framed and housed in the archives while a copy was issued in the souvenir
brochure.
For me the highlight of the year came on Sunday June 18th with the Max
Live With Treorchy concert at the magnificent Wales Millennium Centre. For
more than a year Max and I had corresponded regularly in preparation for the
concert that he so eagerly accepted the invitation to attend. His incredible
enthusiasm, energy, humour and total professionalism made him a joy to
work with. It was such a pleasure to see the expression on his face when he
attended the rehearsal room only to be presented with Honorary
Membership. Max was obviously taken by surprise and very proud of such an
honour. His association with Treorchy goes back to his early days as an entertainer and it seemed only proper that he share the stage with us on our
anniversary year to add to the celebratory feel of the occasion. Coupled with
a slight amount of nervousness as I walked on stage to be confronted with a
audience the size of which I had not seen since Perth Concert Hall, was more
than many of you will imagine. The concert was simply perfect in every way.
The
choir
earned a standing
ovation
while Max displayed
his
typically outs t a n d i n g
performance
skills, leaving
the audience
exhausted with
laughter following
their
Millenium Stadium, 2006
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singalong to his alternative version of the Hakka! This was indeed a great night of
Welsh hwyl and I was privileged to have been a part of it. Personally, may I say
that the opportunity of presenting concerts for our choir is a huge honour and
privilege on every occasion, but this night meant a great deal to me and I want to
thank you all for allowing me to indulge myself on such a distinguished occasion.
During the summer months the choir also focussed their attention on recording a track for Katherine Jenkins’s forthcoming cd. The relationship between the
choir and the Welsh beauty has gone back a number of years and hopes were high
that we would also share the concert stage with her again at some point. The BBC
studio recording studio certainly made an ideal second-best as we recorded Green
Green Grass of Home which appeared alongside other duets with Bryan Adams
and Dame Kiri Te Kanawa on the bestselling classical album Serenade.
The July concert in Stoke-on-Trent was a pleasure to perform as it meant a
return visit to the Victoria Hall that we had regularly visited for many years. Sadly,
within a matter of hours of my dedicating a song to Rhondda exile Nancy Wood,
she passed away. Similarly, within a few days of the concert we also learned of the
sudden death of first tenor member John Hopkins. A dedicated member for
almost fifty years, John was a stalwart of his section, a Life Member and always
the first to hand out his favourite sweets on the coach to concerts if you had been
“a good boy”.
The second anniversary concert came in October when we welcomed Welshborn Iris Williams home from New York for a one-off UK engagement. The
world-famous singer was a tremendous artiste to work with. Having known her
for many years I had always hoped to witness a combined concert with the choir
and what a better venue than our hometown theatre? We rehearsed Bless This
House as a finale item to perform with Iris that brought the Rhondda audience to
its feet. The choir provided an outstanding first-half to the concert, obviously
impressing the local supporters with this new “resurrected” Treorchy sound. Iris
gave an incredible performance throughout the second half, providing a mixture
of first-class music and her own inimitable humour. It was quite a moving experience when the audience called out how much they wanted to sing to her and
without warning burst into a rendition of We’ll Keep a Welcome. Iris was obviously
moved by this wonderful display of warmth and affection and we all hope it isn’t
too long before she returns to the stage with us again in the near future.
It was also a memorable night for second bass chorister Peter Morris who was
awarded a gold watch in recognition of his fiftieth year in the choir and it was also
an opportunity to show our appreciation to choir statesmen Norman Martin
and Islwyn Morgan who have been members for 59 years. This remarkable
achievement was rewarded in the early part of 2007 when both gentlemen,
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along with founder member Haydn Erasmus, were awarded with the positions
of Vice President - but more of that in next year’s Excelsior!
Another moment that stands out in 2006 was the concert before another
packed audience in Sherborne Abbey, Dorset. Earlier in the week I interviewed
a survivor from the Aberfan disaster on the local radio station GTFM. Jeffrey
Edwards survived the terrible tragedy in October 1966 when a rescuer saw his
blonde hair through the mud and slurry that had engulfed Pantglas Primary
School earlier that morning. The Sherborne concert coincided with the fortieth
anniversary of undoubtedly the worst mining disaster in British history. This is
a statement not made lightly, for although colliery disasters such as the Albion
and Senghennydd claimed the lives of hundreds of men and boys in the earlier
part of the 20th century, it was the way in which those 116 innocent schoolchildren were killed that makes it so shocking. During the concert we dedicated
the performance of The Lord’s Prayer to those victims and requested the audience do not applaud, but sit in silence for a minute. It was a tearful and deeply
moving moment.
Later in the month we held the last of our Diamond Jubilee events by holding a Dinner and Dance at the Millennium Suite of the Millennium Stadium.
Organised by Alan Lewis, the evening was a total success. More than 220
guests enjoyed the sumptuous meal and entertainment provided by guest
speaker Mel Thomas and singer Jeff Hooper. Everyone present appeared to
enjoy the jovial celebratory atmosphere
Only a matter of weeks later we were amongst celebrity guests at a Variety
Club of Great Britain dinner in The Savoy. The opulent surroundings provided
the perfect backdrop for the choir to perform a selection of traditional items
along with a new arrangement - aptly named The Savoy Medley - of songs from
each of the nations within the UK. It was more than appropriate considering
that the evening, entitled Rugby Legends, was held to honour some of the all
time greatest players, with Gareth Edwards representing our nation. HRH The
Duke of Edinburgh was a guest at the event and presented the awards to the
seven rugby greats in our midst,
A return visit to The Pavilion in Rhyl allowed us the opportunity to share
the stage once more with tenor Rhys Meirion and choristers revelled in the
chance to stay at the 17th century Elizabethan Manor House, Faenol Fawr for
the night. On the following day a brief stop in Shrewsbury saw them visit the
railway platform where Tydi a Roddaist was composed before enjoying a refreshing afternoon in our favourite watering hole, The Crown Inn. The last major
concert of the year was held in the most breathtaking of settings - Lancing
College Chapel. The magnificent gothic architecture provided an inspiring set-
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ting as we performed an excellent concert in aid of the Woodenspoon charity.
It was also an honour for us to welcome a new guest to the music staff in Dr
Alwyn Humphreys MBE, the
Conductor Emeritus of the Morriston
Orpheus Male Choir. During our
apparent hour of need it was very
reassuring to know that the likes of Dr
Humphreys, Dr Haydn James and
Alun John had all readily offered their
services to conduct the concert.
Lancing was certainly a high point as
with only an hour to rehearse we
responded brilliantly to Alwyn’s direction and gave a memorable concert
indeed.
Choir veterans Norman Martin, Islwyn
It seems ironic that periods of
Morgan, Peter Morris and Robert Griffiths
such
happiness and joy often have
have 225 years membership between them.
moments of sadness and disappointment as in every day life. The choir was deeply disappointed to learn of the
resignation of Vice President Clive Thomas after only a year in office. However,
they remain grateful to him for this contribution to the choir, particularly his
support for the junior singer and instrumentalist competition. The double blow
came just a few weeks later with the departure of conductor Meuryn Hughes
after only eight months in the post. This came as a deeply disappointing time
for the choristers who had responded well under his direction during his short
reign as conductor. However, remembering the old adage that no individual is
greater than the choir, the need to look to the future and remain dedicated to
the cause to ensure an even brighter time ahead remains paramount amongst
the choristers, who undoubtedly will overcome these obstacles with typical
enthusiasm and determination.
The year ahead already promises to be an incredibly exciting and busy time
for the choir with a concert programme full to overflowing already! Hopes are
always high for a possible overseas tour in the near future and with a new influx
of choristers and the appointment of a new musical director shortly, the enthusiasm within the choir remains are great as ever. May I take this opportunity to
thank you, my fellow choristers for allowing me to share in one of the most
memorable years in the choir’s history. It has been a great honour and privilege.
Here’s to the future. Onwards, Excelsior!
Dean Powell
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“HOW DID WE EVER MANAGE IT?”
by John Cynan Jones,
Conductor Emeritus, Treorchy Male Choir
There is an old Russian proverb which reads, “God gave us memories so that
we might enjoy roses in winter.” I thank the Editor of Excelsior for inviting me
to share with readers some of the memories gathered during my quarter century and more of service to the Treorchy Male Choir. During this era,
encompassing over 600 public performances, we achieved much … but there
was also much that was most embarrassing and/or amusing.
At the outset I wish to deny any impression of favouritism towards the
Bass Section of the Choir; it was just that the Choir Marshal for most of my
time as Conductor was ‘Bobby’ Griffiths, ably assisted by fellow ‘Basso profundo’, Danny Williams, and they were always on hand to deal with
emergencies of any kind. Through no fault of Mary’s, my trousers had slipped
off the coat-hanger during a journey to Cheltenham, and it was not until I
came to change for the concert (in the dressing room at Cheltenham Ladies’
College, of all places!) that I discovered that they had been left on the bus –
which had departed for some distant car park. That amazing character Danny
Williams nobly volunteered to exchange my grey slacks for his concert
trousers - and then, most unusually, sang from the back row, out of view.
Alun Hughes, another member of the “glorious company” of Second Bass,
became quite used to donating his cuff-links to a forgetful Conductor when
Mary was not on hand to coddle me. During our concert at the famous
Winter Gardens Pavilion in Bournemouth I left the stage following the first
group of choir items to be confronted by a team of uniformed police officers
searching the backstage area for an alleged bomb. A threatening message had
been received from a man with a pronounced Irish accent, and I was sent
back to the rostrum by a senior officer with strict orders to carry on with the
programme as if nothing was amiss. I admit to being VERY frightened. It
became obvious that it had been a hoax call, for when Jennifer and the choristers trooped off at the interval, every policeman had disappeared, and it
was only the Choir “record-sellers” who were able to corroborate my story!
At a recording session at Swansea’s Brangwyn Hall we were engaged to
“dub” our vocal parts to a pre-recorded tape. We encountered catastrophic
technical problems, for the original tracks had been “close-miked” in a studio, with a completely different acoustic to the large reverberant hall in which
we were singing. This led to frustration for choristers and technicians alike,
and tempers began to fray. It was a glorious, warm day, and we were well
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aware that families were enjoying the fine weather on the beach across the
road from “The Brangwyn”. Realising that something HAD to be done in
order to break the tension, I climbed up to the organ
console and gave a virtuoso performance of “Oh, I do
like to be beside the seaside” - on full organ! Everyone
roared with laughter, and things improved immeasurably. Our recording sessions for BBC Radio Enterprises
– entitled ‘Blessed the World that Sings’ were fraught with
difficulties. They took place at BBC Llandaff on the
afternoon and evening of a Saturday, the day of the FA
Cup Final. Not only did I have to deal with a greatly
reduced number of choristers, but most of our performances during the afternoon session had to be
re-recorded as a result of defective reels of audio tape.
An exhausted group of singers completed their work
John Cynan Jones
late on Saturday evening – and were amazed to witness
the outbreak of a small fire in the over-heated electronic organ!
Then there were the PIANOS … of all sizes, conditions and placements.
At New Tredegar, dear Bryn Samuel (my fine accompanist with the Treorchy
Choral Society and future father-in-law of William Hague, MP) had volunteered to take the place of Tom Jones, who was unwell. As sometimes
happened at weeknight concerts (when many choristers had to work until 5
p.m.) we arrived late and had to rush onstage. From the outset of the performance Bryn looked distinctly uncomfortable at the keyboard of the baby
grand piano, and his playing was un-naturally tentative. During the interval I
spoke to him and discovered that not one of the three legs of the piano was
of the same length and that when he used the lower part of the keyboard, the
piano rocked violently to his left, moving similarly to his right when he used
the top end of the keyboard. To add to his problem, the legs of the piano
STOOL were also of unequal length! The cognoscenti of the Second Bass section solved the problem during the mid-concert interval by carving two
wedges from pieces of scrap wood to correct the imbalance of the piano - and
collecting quantities of cigarette packets from smokers in the bar to prop up
the stool!
It must be realised that “lines of sight” between Conductor and
Accompanist are very important during concerts. In one of my very first concerts I stepped onto the rostrum at a concert in Trecynon, Aberdare (a case
of yet another late arrival!) and was unable to see any piano whatsoever. I
need not have worried, for dear Tom Jones had found himself in a similar
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predicament on many occasions. From the sepulchral depths of the orchestra pit came the introduction to “God save the Queen”; the remainder of the
concert was under the direction of Tom, with Conductor and Choir following
HIM closely! In a church in Neath the piano was located in a side chapel,
completely out of sight, but Mary performed miracles in transmitting my beat
“around the corner” to Jennifer. When we arrived to give a concert in the
gymnasium of a Royal Air Force base outside Hereford, we discovered an
enormous empty hall, devoid of anything except chairs and a makeshift stage.
Jennifer enquired about the piano and piano stool only to be told, “Nobody
informed us that you required a piano!” The only available instrument stood
in the NAAFI Canteen some quarter of a mile away. Once again, four stalwart
members of the Second Bass section came to the rescue by pushing a battered old piano along the ‘tarmac’ paths. It proved to be a typical out-of-tune
instrument of the type to which I had been accustomed during my National
Service, but Jennifer managed to conjure up some magical sounds from even
that wreck.
The worst piano EVER was found in a church in Abergavenny. Before I
reached the rostrum, my attention was drawn to a note which had been left
on my music stand by the piano tuner. It was one of the saddest letters I had
ever received, and read as follows … “Very sorry to have to report on the state
of this piano, for I feel you should know before the concert that the instrument is half-a-tone below concert pitch. Also I find that the top octave is
virtually unplayable through the notes sticking. Owing to the possibility of
strings breaking, I have only been able to tune it at its present pitch. All too
often people do not realise how important the piano is to the concert - you
really deserve a better instrument than this!” Forewarned, Jennifer’s superb
control on that evening masked many of the deficiencies, even in such
demanding pieces as the ‘Festal Cantata’ by Bruckner and Schubert’s magical
setting of ‘The Twenty-third Psalm.’
Despite their best efforts, Byron and our drivers were sometimes thwarted
in their attempts to reach concert venues on time. On our way to a Friday
evening concert at the Fairfield Halls in Croydon they were defeated by the
weather. Torrential rain and gale force winds caused the closure of the “Old”
Severn Bridge just after the “Rodneys’ Bus” had crossed, but just before the
arrival of the “Deacons’ Bus.” As habitual travellers on the latter, Jen and I
had to take the old road via Gloucester and arrived in Croydon over an hour
late for the concert, only to discover that wonderful organist David Bell and
our soloist taking responsibility for entertaining the audience! Weather also
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affected the evening recording session with the Cory Band at the Brangwyn
Hall. It was an extremely cold night in the depths of winter, and the bandsmen were forced to keep their instruments warm by means of wrapping them
in mufflers, jackets and even (in the case of the basses) overcoats. This
seemed to do the trick – until we came to record the arrangement of ‘Battle
Hymn of the Republic’ – everyone had forgotten to protect the tubular bell which came in with a sonorous, but FLAT, “boing!”
In a hall at Llandrindod Wells, I was horrified to witness part of the staging collapse during the performance; two rows of the “noble army” of Second
Tenors disappeared before my very eyes – but, to their credit, they never
stopped singing! At the beginning of a concert in a chapel at Blackwood I suffered the mortification of ascending the specially-constructed rostrum only to
hurtle down again to the floor six feet below; the carpenter had omitted to
secure the wooden planks to the metal structure. I emerged slowly from the
wreckage to conduct the concert relatively unscathed – except for skinned
shins – and severely wounded pride! While preparing for a concert in the glorious setting of Birmingham Town Hall, Jennifer, Mary and our guest soprano
soloist were extremely embarrassed by a quartet of teenage “Peeping Toms”
ogling through the windows of their dressing rooms. Choir Secretary Donna
Griffiths immediately ordered a detachment of ‘bruisers’ from the Bass section (but also including a well-known ‘firebrand’ from Second Tenors) to deal
with the problem without resorting to the local constabulary. Rough justice
was meted out to the young offenders … a few “clips around the ear” followed by a thorough “ducking” in a nearby fountain!
The ultimate disaster occurred in Brecon Cathedral during a recording for
the BBC series entitled, ‘Glory, Glory.’ We had almost achieved one of THE great
performances of that poignant Negro Spiritual, ‘Where shall I be?’ with sublime
singing from Harry Price and the Choir, equally fine harp playing by Jennifer
and superb technical work by the cameramen. I say “almost” because the final
pianissimo chord was ruined when one of the floor managers flushed the lavatory, the sound echoing throughout that fine mediaeval building, ruining the
performance. The subsequent re-take, though good, was not in the same class.
During the interval at our Diamond Jubilee Concert in the Millennium Centre
I reminded one of the guests, Geraint Stanley Jones, who had produced that
programme, of that particular event – he remembered it well!
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IN MEMORIAM

EDMUND (EDDIE) EVANS
“Safe into the haven guide
O receive my soul at last”
25 High Street, Treorchy
19th March 1918 – December 31st 2005
A much loved uncle to Michael and Anna
and a great-uncle to Donna and Neil
Life Member of Treorchy Male Choir

It was with great sadness that the choristers heard of the death of Eddie.
Edmund, fondly known as “Eddie Ike” who joined the choir in 1947 and
thus part of the foundation on which the choir was built. He was a faithful
and dedicated chorister who was awarded Long Service Membership in 1971
and presented with Life Membership in 1980. He toured extensively with the
choir which included visits to Canada, USA and Australia.
Unfortunately over the latter years his illness necessitated him easing his
commitment to the choir but he always kept in touch with the choir’s activities. He was a kind, gentle and compassionate person with a cheerful nature,
was always ready to assist if necessary and was quite a character in his own
right who brought much joy amongst the ranks of the choir.
Eddie was a bachelor and had a varied working life shared among Cardiff
docks, demagnetising ships during the war and employment by the EMI
Factory in Treorchy and Rhondda Borough Council.
To his family and friends we extend our profound condolences with the
wish they will find quiet satisfaction knowing the respect and admiration in
which he was held. He will be sorely missed.
“Well done thou good and faithful servant”
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PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS
The sixtieth anniversary year of Treorchy Male Choir represents another fine
milestone in your history of music making. With a full diary of engagements
throughout the year what a thrill it must have been for you to entertain the
seventy thousand spectators before the Wales vs New Zealand Match at the
Millennium Stadium. This was followed just days later when by Royal
appointment you joined a host of international stars to performed at the
Royal Variety Concert before Her Majesty The Queen and the Duke of
Edinburgh at the magnificent Wales Millennium Centre in Cardiff.
Following your royal engagement you soon returned to another packed
auditorium at the Millennium Centre to join forces with Honorary Member
Max Boyce for a magnificent anniversary concert. Iris Williams came from
New York as the guest artist before a large appreciative home audience for a
very special celebratory annual concert at the Park and Dare Theatre.
Thanks to sponsorship from Messrs Dewi Reynolds and Sons and organiser Tony Davies, the first Treorchy Male Choir Junior Singer and
Instrumentalist of the Year Competition was launched with great success. The
Treorchy Comprehensive School Assembly Hall was packed with parents,
choristers and children for the final prize giving competition. Successful in
both sections of the competition were pupils of Penyrenglyn Primary School.
The singing prize went to Shona Evans while winning the instrumental section was cornetist Bryony White. Congratulations to the winners, their
schools and everyone who took part.
This year the death of John Hopkins has robbed the choir of a fine stalwart and Life Member, John was held in the highest esteem by everyone,
evidence of this was surely the large gathering of choristers and friends at
Llwydcoed Crematorium for his funeral service.
After thirty years of service, former Publicity Officer, Committeeman,
Treasurer and my very dear friend John Mallin stepped down. John’s
achievements and contribution to choir life was immense and we are all
indebted to him. On a personal note I remember John’s kindness, support
and friendship during my wife Marians long illness and of course for many
years I had the great pleasure of working closely with him while producing
concerts. His good council and common sense approach to any problems
helped me out on many occasions. Taking over from John is young chorister Gareth Lawrence. I am sure Gareth will carry out his new duties with
distinction.
The year’s anniversary celebrations concluded with a fine dinner at the
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Millennium Stadium. What a splendid opportunity it was for me to greet choristers, their families and friends. Thanks must go to Dean Powell and Alan
Lewis for their splendid arrangements. Next year you move into another new
decade while remembering the magnificent legacy and achievements left by
your fellow choristers over the pasts sixty years with pride. With the guidance
of your Music Team and Committee I feel sure that with dedication and hard
work you will all continue to strive to maintain the fine singing reputation of
Treorchy Male Choir known and loved by audiences world wide.

CÔR MEIBION TREORCI
By Cllr Cennard Davies
Treorchy
As a boy, I sang. From the late forties to the early fifties scarcely a week went
by without my having to sing somewhere or other. It could be a concert, a
school event, a go-as-you-please competition, penny readings at our chapel
or at an eisteddfod. At the time there were numerous eisteddfodau in the
Rhondda – Ferndale and Tylorstown in the Rhondda Fach, not to mention
the three held annually in Treorci at Polikoff’s and T.C.Jones’ factories, culminating in the grand two-day Semi-National Eisteddfod (whatever that meant!)
held each Whitsun at the Park & Dare Hall. With a first prize of £1-1-0, not
to mention the accompanying silk bag, these events were not to be sniffed at
when pocket money was at a premium! Often, accompanied by my father, I
would venture further afield to far-flung places like Llanharan, Glyneath, Cray,
Ogmore Vale, Aberdare and once I even chanced my luck in England, winning an open competition at Weston-Super-Mare. The latter victory resulted
in my being invited to appear as guest artist the following autumn at a Sunday
evening concert at the Winter Gardens and I used the fee I was paid to make
a record on which I sang ‘Where’re You Walk’ and ‘Angels Ever Bright and Fair’.
Far from being a golden disc, it was an aluminium record that did the rounds
in Treorci, leaving it, by today, somewhat the worse for wear!
There were two highlights to my brief and inglorious career as a boy
soprano. The first was to be invited to broadcast on Childrens’ Hour. Having
been introduced by the velvet voiced John Darren and accompanied by that
doyen of accompanists, Mary Kendall, I sang a Welsh folksong ‘Cân Crwtyn y
Gwartheg’. John Darren wrongly translated this as ‘The Cowboy’s Song’ and
went on to tell listeners that I looked like a typical rosy cheeked Welsh cow-
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boy – a fact that was cottoned on to by my friends at Porth County who
didn’t let me forget that for some time, much to my annoyance!
The second memorable event was being invited to appear as soloist with
the Treorci Male Choir in a concert they gave in the early fifties at Hermon
Chapel, Treorci. The choir was still in its formative years, having been reestablished in 1946 with the dynamic John Haydn Davies at the helm. As a
singer, I tended to be nervous at the best of times, but having to sing in my
own chapel, before my own friends and neighbours with such a famous choir
made matters ten times worse. However, some of the stalwarts of the choir
were close family friends and seeing their familiar faces and encouraging
smiles soon helped to settle the nerves. I cannot remember what I sang but
the occasion is indelibly etched in my memory and the invitation still
regarded as a signal honour!
Boys’ voices soon break, but although I never sang seriously after that, I
never lost my interest in music, especially choral singing. My mother was an
avid chorister and many singers would stay with us at Myrtle Hill when
appearing in oratorios and concerts in Treorci. I well remember the voice of
that fine bass, Richard Rees, reverberating in our bathroom as he warmed up
for his appearance in a concert at Noddfa and Ivor Owen, the rather eccentric director of music at Swansea’s Brangwyn Hall and brother of the rugby
international, Dicky Owen, was a regular guest when conducting cymanfaoedd in the area. The eisteddfodic success of Treorci Male Voice at this time
was always a source of pride. In my teens and early twenties, spending wild
and wonderful weeks with friends at the National Eisteddfod was an annual
occurrence, sleeping in a tent if one were lucky but sometimes having to
make do with a hayloft, as occurred at Llangefni, Ynys Môn in 1957! A lasting memory, however, was being present at Aberystwyth in 1952, when
Treorci won an excellent Male Voice Choir Competition with singing of a
quality that has rarely been surpassed. When they sang Schubert’s setting of
the 23rd. Psalm, the adjudicators put down their pens and just sat down and
listened, enthralled, like everyone else in the huge pavilion, with the inspired
singing. Indeed, in delivering his adjudication one of them said that if that
was what the singing would be like in heaven, he couldn’t wait to get there!
As a schoolboy, I had hitchhiked to Aber for the Eisteddfod, but you can
imagine my pride when I was told by some of the choristers that I was welcome to return with them to Treorci on one of the buses. After such a historic
victory, the atmosphere was euphoric and there were crowds waiting on the
Stag Square to welcome their conquering heroes home. That was certainly
one occasion when I regretted not being a member of the choir but I can still
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recall the warm glow of reflected glory.
Treorci Male Choir has done this valley proud for over sixty years, representing us in many countries. They have put the town on the map and have
given others a glimpse of the rich cultural heritage of this valley. Long may
the choir continue to flourish, giving a new generation the opportunity to
enjoy that unique sound honed over a long period by talented conductors
and dedicated singers. Rydym i gyd yn drwm yn eich dyled ac yn ddiolchgar
ichi am eich ymroddiad, eich dyfalbarhad a’ch brwdfrydedd wrth hyrwyddo
ein diwylliant a’n henw da lle bynnag y boch. Hir y parhaed y traddodiad
clodwiw hwn!

CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS
As the year’s pass by, I will always look back on 2006 with immense pride
and satisfaction in our achievements as a choir. It was indeed a time to
remember as the choir firmly embraced a year of celebration and success as
we commemorated our Diamond Jubilee. To have survived and flourished for
sixty years must surely stand as a testimony to not only those founding
fathers and former choristers and music staff but also the continued dedication and support of today’s members and officials.
In marking this milestone in our history we certainly paid tribute to those
men who had the foresight to resurrect a male voice choir in Treorchy from
the ashes of the Second World War. Like a phoenix it rose from those darkest days to become a beacon of musical hope in a community that had
suffered so much deprivation and economic decline. As former chairman
John Davies once eloquently put it, Treorchy deserved the reformation of the
choir. As a community that had suffered more than its share of hardship, this
new musical entity offered a lifeline to so many people while also raising the
profile of the valley town to become synonymous around the world with all
that is great in male voice choral singing.
During those six decades we have certainly come a long way. Today,
Treorchy is a household name. It has become a Welsh institution, an ambassador for its homeland, a celebrated charitable organisation and most of all a
choir of renown. Five conductors, five accompanists, 790 choristers, 1,800
engagements, millions of listeners, 50 commercial records, 22 eisteddfod first
prizes and eleven overseas tours later and Treorchy remains one of the most
famous choirs in the world.
1946 was indeed an incredible year. Two world-changing events took
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place in the Rhondda - in Mill Street, Ystrad Rhondda, and Glyncoli Road,
Treorchy. I was born in one. Treorchy Male Choir in the other! On October
16th a group of men, mostly miners or demobbed servicemen following the
war, decided to reform a tradition that went back 70 years in Treorchy - a male
voice choir of its own. George Neighbour and Tom Jenkins, later chairman
and vice presidents respectively ordered the first meeting and within a year
membership reached a hundred men. For the next 23-years John Haydn
Davies, the ultimate maestro and pioneer of male voice choral singing, and
his quiet, unassuming friend Tom Jones at the piano took this choir to the
very heights of success.
This golden reign was a time of triumphant
national eisteddfodau, tours of Switzerland and
Scotland, royal performances at the Albert Hall
and the first in a long tradition of radio and television broadcasts. Quite simply, John Haydn
transformed his amateur group of singers into a
world-class musical organisation, one that
would be ranked as one of the top three choirs
in the world along with the Mormon Tabernacle
and Vienna Boys Choirs.
His heir apparent came in the form of John Choir Chairman Gareth Evans
Cynan Jones, a man who took up the baton - in with guest speaker Mel Thomas
almost Olympic fashion - and fulfilled his ambition to take the choir to even greater glory. How grateful we are to have
enjoyed the services of John Cynan, our associate conductor of three years,
conductor of 22 years and conductor emeritus of the last 15 years. No other
choir ventured into modern music as successfully as Treorchy and certainly
no other choir found itself worshipped to such a degree by the likes of Tom
Jones, Burt Bacharach, Julie Andrews and Ella Fitzgerald. With Jennifer
Jones at his side, John Cynan benefited from the growth of the motorway system in the UK which allowed the choir to travel further and faster than ever
before. And of course the lucrative EMI record deal saw Treorchy preserve its
unique sound on vinyl - and cd - for evermore.
Overseas tours have always played a major role in promoting the choir’s
work abroad. With two visits to Canada in the 1980s, choristers were then
treated to the tour of all tours - the James Hardie Industries Tour of Australia
in 1986, becoming the first Welsh choir to perform at the Sydney Opera
House. Throughout the 1990s and first half of this decade it was John Jenkins
and Marion Williams, followed by Andrew Badham and Rhiannon Williams,
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who continued to lead our choir. Indeed, it was during their time that the
choir made four tours of the United States of America, two visits to Australia
and another return visit to Canada and Scotland. It was an era of changing
music, from being the first choir outside Finland to perform the Kullervo
Symphony in Finnish, to recording an album of music by Queen. Once again
it displayed one of the choir’s greatest attributes - its versatility.
The past year has indeed been one of celebration. New friendships have
been made, old friendship renewed. We welcomed Helena Braithwaite to the
Treorchy family, while rekindling the friendship with Jennifer Jones. Along
with our much loved accompanist Jan Ball and deputy accompanist Helen
Roberts, these four lovely ladies kept this choir on an even keel - and for that
we all remain eternally grateful. Although his time with us was short, the
appointment of Meuryn Hughes, coming from a fine pedigree of Welsh musicians, was a happy occasion and the repertoire developed under his direction
will surely remain in concert programmes for many years to come. We are
grateful to him for his contribution and wish him well for the future. At this
juncture may I once more thank our current music staff and of course our
secretary Frederick O’Brien, for ensuring the choir continues to operate
smoothly until a new musical director is appointed.
This has been a year of many glorious highs - performing on the hallowed
turf of the Millennium Stadium; working with Katherine Jenkins in the
recording studio; enjoying our standing ovation at London’s Mansion House,
singing before royalty at The Savoy Hotel and performing two celebrity
anniversary concerts with Max Boyce at the Wales Millennium Centre and Iris
Williams at the Park & Dare Theatre.
We certainly appreciate the excellent work of our 60th anniversary committee in arranging so many events. Daryl Stacey played an active role in
everything from anniversary ties to Iris Williams’s personal chauffeur. Alan
Lewis undertook the unenviable task of organising a dinner and dance with
more than two hundred guests. Last, but by no means least to Dean for
organising both anniversary concerts that have raised a phenomenal amount
for choir funds, publishing a new brochure complete with a Foreword written by HRH The Prince of Wales and convincing EMI to release the Diamond
Collection.
The town of Treorchy may not have been named AFTER the choir as one
West Wales preacher proclaimed, but it’s certainly renowned for its singers.
In an effort to ensure the Rhondda is remembered and famed for its performers, the Treorchy Male Choir & Coca Cola Junior Musician Competition has
thrived as we encourage the musicians of the future to enjoy all the benefits
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of music. Our thanks must go to Tony Davies, Ian Reynolds and past Vice
President Clive Thomas for his able assistance throughout the early part of
the year.
Great success has been achieved, musical peaks have been climbed,
awards won, standing ovations greeted our ears, songs recorded, celebrities
met, tours fulfilled and charities benefited. Treorchy Male Choir is indeed a
story of triumph.

TREORCHY MALE CHOIR
JUNIOR MUSICIAN OF THE YEAR
By Tony Davies
One of my earliest memories as a child was my mother’s use of “Treorchy
Male Voice” as a yardstick for excellence when commenting on the merits of
a wide range of activities and people’s achievements. She was a contralto in
the Mid Rhondda Ladies Choir for many years and her rich voice filled our
Tonypandy home throughout the day. I left my home to study in Dudley,
West Midlands, in September 1961 and apart from holidays at home, spent
the next forty two years living in Dudley, Ipswich and finally Norwich. When
coming home for holidays I played Treorchy tapes and organised it that our
anthem was being sung as I entered Wales along with A Valley Called the
Rhondda as I entered the Rhondda. They were always emotional homecomings.
In July 1995 I thought I was being taken out for dinner, only to find
myself in Norwich Cathedral for a concert given by Treorchy Male Choir, conducted by John Jenkins with soprano soloist Mair Roberts. It was my first
experience of a live performance. I was thrilled and moved to tears and wallowed in equal amounts of hwyl and hiraeth.
The second live performance was in December 2003 two months after I
left Norwich to live in Cwmparc, by a party of twenty choristers who were
entertaining the elderly after their Christmas dinner in the Greenfield public
house in Ystrad. I was introduced to one of the choristers who invited me to
visit a rehearsal and soon enough I found myself signing an application form
to join the choir and undertook a voice test with Andrew Badham. To say I
was thrilled to be accepted is a huge understatement.
In 2005, second tenor Ian Reynolds approached me with an idea that a
local headteacher had put to him. It was to organise a singing competition for
primary and junior schools in the valley. We met, brainstormed ideas and
eventually came up with an action plan which was to approach the seven pri-
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mary and junior schools that fed pupils to Treorchy Comprehensive with an
information pack outlining aims, prizes and how it was proposed to organise
the competition. All seven headteachers accepted the invitation to take part
and the Treorchy Male Choir Junior Singer and Musician Competition sponsored by Dewi Reynolds and Sons became a reality. The seven schools were
Ton Pentre Juniors, Pentre Primary, Penpych Primary, Penyrenglyn Primary,
Gelli Primary, Parc Primary and Treorchy Primary. Seven preliminary rounds
and the final at Treorchy Comprehensive School would take place in 2006.
The main aim of the competition has
always been to involve as many children
as possible and given them the opportunity to perform as soloists. For the 2006
competition the seven schools organised
their own “X Factor” auditions with a
maximum of ten singers and ten instrumentalists selected to perform at the
schools’ preliminary round in front of a The launch at Treorchy Primary School.
panel of adjudicators made up of
Treorchy choristers. Schools entered the competition with a great spirit of
enthusiasm and it was obvious that a great deal of preparation had taken
place before each round. It was heartwarming to see children perform so confidently in spite of nervousness and see the sense of achievement on their
faces at the end of their performance. Their efforts were rewarded and their
self esteem enhanced. A number of schools told us that children whose
behaviour could be quite challenging had decided to take part and discovered
voices and a talent that remained dormant until that time.
Every child that performed in the preliminary round received a certificate
and a copy of the adjudicators report which included a criteria of tunefulness,
tone, articulation and interpretation. All written comments were positive,
supportive and helpful and designed to offer encouragement and praise.
After seven preliminary rounds, fourteen children were selected to take
part in the final in Treorchy Comprehensive School on Friday, March 24th.
What a memorable night! The school’s large hall was full to overflowing with
parents, teachers and children. A large number of choristers gave their support, all dressed in blazers and greys, with local dignitaries attending the
event. A very professional Dean Powell acted as compere and linked each performance with details of the children’s interests and background. Matthew
Jones, a Year 11 pupil transformed the hall and stage into a theatre for the
night through his skilful use of lighting and sound. The adjudicators were
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Bethan Guilfoyle (headteacher, Treorchy Comprehensive School); Craig
Roberts (conductor, Parc & Dare Band); Jan Ball (Accompanist, Treorchy
Male Choir) and chairman Dewi Griffiths (BBC Radio Wales).
From our initial entry of more than 250 children, Shona Evans from
Penyrenglyn Primary School was the winning singer with her performance of
Think of Me from Phantom of the Opera. Bryony White, also from Penyrenglyn,
was the winning instrumentalist playing I Don’t Know How to Love Him from
Jesus Christ Superstar on the cornet. They each received £200 prize money,
hand made slate and mahogany trophies engraved with the choir logo and
the inscription “great oaks from little acorns grow” made by Jim Reynolds to
be retained by their schools for one year. They also received a large engraved
choir shield for themselves, a certificate and the opportunity to share the
stage with the choir and Parc & Dare Band at their annual Good Friday
Concert in Treorchy. All finalists received small, engraved choir shields and
certificates.
Emlyn Jenkins, Mayor of Rhondda Cynon Taf, made the surprise
announcement that the local authority would fund an all-expenses paid trip
to New Hampshire, USA for the two winners and four adults. A very successful trip organised by Ian Reynolds and Lou D’Allesandro, state senator for
New Hampshire, took place in October. The children visited and performed
in a number of schools and choir trophies were presented to the City of
Manchester for them
to award as prizes in a
similar competition
that they are planning.
Earlier this year
Clive Thomas, Dean
Powell and I met with
Gerry
Stacey,
The winners on their way to New Hampshire.
Regional
Director
Wales and West of
Coca Cola Enterprises Ltd who agreed to financially support the scheme,
now called the Treorchy Male Choir and Coca Cola Junior Musician of the
Year Competition. The company will also provide a coach to take all finalists
and parents for a free day to London to see a show in the West End.
A total of 19 schools have accepted invitations to take part in the 2007
competition. Each school will hold their own auditions followed by preliminary rounds and one singer and one instrumentalist from each will go
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forward to the semi finals at Tonypandy Community College and Porth
Community College. Four singers and four instrumentalists from each will
then perform in the final at Treorchy Comprehensive School.
My hope for the future is that the competition will continue to develop
and become an established part of Rhondda’s cultural activities, providing
junior school children with opportunities to discover the joy of performing as
singers and players as well as providing them with an extra incentive to practice and improve their standards of performance. Onwards and upwards!

GOLDEN MEMORIES
By Catrin Collier
My first memory of the Treorchy Male Choir, is of a concert I attended in the
early 1960s somewhere in the Rhondda. I remember that the conductor was
John Hadyn Davies and the choir had just returned from a triumphant overseas tour. I was mesmerized both by the performance and the electric
atmosphere in the audience. Then, as now, I cannot think of better or more
qualified ambassadors for our small nation.
The enormous pleasure the choristers and soloist gave everyone that
night, was evident in the faces of the enthralled audience, the standing ovation they received when they thought the concert had come to an end (we in
the audience knew better!) and the foot stamping, whistling, cat calling and
demands for encores which added at least half an hour to the programme.
I have been fortunate to have seen the choir several times in concert since
and I play their recordings whenever I need inspiration or a dose of
Welshness to help me through a sticky patch in a book.
I sincerely doubt that the members of the choir are aware just how many
lives they have touched or how much pleasure they have given to thousands
of people since their formation. My two sons and daughter, all Welsh exiles
living in England enjoy listening to the choir's cds every bit as much as my
eighty five year old father who lives in Pontypridd and I haven't mentioned
the enormous sums of money that the choir has raised for good causes over
the years.
So again, my congratulations, warmest wishes and admiration on sixty
years of fantastic achievement to absolutely everyone connected with the
Treorchy Male Choir. May the next sixty be as successful as the last!
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TREORCHY MALE CHOIR
DIAMOND JUBILEE
By Mel Thomas
The Second World War it had ended
T'was a time for all folk to rejoice,
And the valleys of Wales filled with singing
Everyone thanking God with one voice.
Forty-six, peace at last, new beginning,
Start a-new, let's move on, that's the rule.
And a group of young men got together
In Treorchy in Glyncoli Road School.
It re-formed under Chairman George Neighbour
Treorchy and District Male Voice,
And invited as M.D. J.H. Davies,
John Haydn - inspirational choice.
A musician of note and schoolmaster,
Blaencwm born and proud of his roots;
Self taught, charismatic, a leader,
There weren't many around filled his boots.
A master of melodious male singing,
Sol-fa was his key to success,
With his friend Thomas Jones on the piano,
A formidable team, nothing less.
The choir it grew and it flourished,
Eisteddfods were won by the score,
The National Blue Riband - a target,
With rivals it soon wiped the floor.
Sixty years have now passed with Treorchy,
A Diamond in a Welsh Choral Crown.
Looking back there've been many great triumphs,
The name brings out smiles not a frown.
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Fine conductors have followed John Haydn
John Cynan, a Jones-boy supreme
John Jenkins, and then Andrew Badham,
Meuryn Hughes has now joined the dream team.
And what of the singers, the members,
They a wide range of music embrace,
And have sung with great passion, commitment
From top tenors right down to the bass.
They've performed in cathedrals and churches
In chapels, theatres and halls,
In state of the art sporting stadia,
The interest in them never palls.
Fifty records they’ve pressed of Treorchy,
Recordings of concerts, on tour,
To Australia, the US and Europe
With trips into England galore.
World wide they have sung in great venues
And basked in celebrity's glare,
The Opera House Sydney, so thrilling
But there's no place like the old Park and Dare.
They have travelled on trains, planes and coaches
And often stayed late without fuss
The last wagon home transports Rodneys
The good boys all board Deacons bus
Almost eight hundred men have been members
Some passed on and their loss felt so keen
Johnny Consh and Cly Willis, Roy Bobbett
Loved by all add Mal Johnson, Ron Green
As we celebrate their great occasion
Remembering all those who have gone
Our thoughts they now turn to the future
Let's all sing with one voice, "Bring it on!"
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A DIAMOND CHOIR
By James Kelso
Honorary Member
On the occasion of the Diamond Jubilee of the Choir, I would like to extend
my congratulations and best wishes to all members of the most famous Welsh
choir in the world. I am joined in their message by those executives and other
employees of James Hardie Industries Ltd who were involved in the
arrangmenets for the choir's 1986 visit to Australia, including four of your
Honorary Members, Douglas Firstbrook, John Reid, Brian Anstee and
myself.
We at James Hardie in the mid eighties were extremely proud to have 100
Welsh choristers in Australia, not only to show them our country and lifestyle
but to hear the choir's beautiful and enduring sound which we will never forget. We all hope that you have a wonderful Diamond Jubilee Year.

LIFE MEMBERSHIP AWARDS
During the past few years a number of changes have taken place in the innerworkings of our famous choir. One of those is the rules adopted over Life
Membership. This award has traditionally been presented to any chorister
who has worked above and beyond the call of duty of a member for the benefit of the Treorchy Male Choir.
The method in which they receive the award is that they are secretly nominated and this nomination is
then discussed by the Life
Membership Committee, a
group of four Life Members
who are still singing members of the choir. If they agree
that Life Membership should
be presented to this
individual then their recommendation is sent to the Frederick O’Brien, Choir Chairman Gareth Evans,
management committee who
Peter Jones, Bryn Howells and Bryn Jones.
are under an obligation to
sanction it. Fortunately, this rule remains in the choir, however, it has also
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been decided to automatically present Life Membership to any chorister who
has been a member of the choir for 35 years.
Therefore in 2006 four choristers were honoured to receive Life
Membership. Frederick O’Brien received his award for his faithful and dedicated service to the choir. Since joining the choir in 1985 he has served on
the management committee for twenty years, roles which include section
committeeman, coach steward, vice chairman, choir marshal and current role
as choir secretary. He is also responsible for managing the choir’s appreciation society. The honour was also bestowed on choristers Bryn Howells, Peter
Jones and Bryn Jones who had been members for 35 years.
The presentations were made at the 2006 Annual General Meeting by
choir chairman Gareth Evans who congratulated them on receiving this welldeserved honour.

CWMPARC REMEMBERED
On the night of April 29th.1941 the small mining village of Cwmparc was
devastated by the bombs of Hitler’s Luftwaffe, an event that survivors of that
night of terror will never forget. The reason why this small Rhondda settlement was targeted will never be known, but some theories suggest that
possibly a bombing mission planned for Swansea or Port Talbot had failed,
causing the German bombers to offload their bombs on their way home.
Whatever the reason for the raid the result brought devastation and death to
this small close-knit mining community. Most of the bombs fell on houses in
Treharne Street and Parc Road, and the resultant death toll was twenty-seven
men, women and children. Those terraced streets were never rebuilt
Sixty five years after the event, staff and pupils at Parc Primary School
unveiled a mosaic dedicated to those who lost their lives. One of the guests
at the event was 84-year-old survivor Peggy Mars who lost nine of her family
on that fateful night. Members of the choir also attended this special ceremony to perform a selection of items, including Mike Sammes' poignant
arrangement For The Fallen.
The following letter was received by the choir from Year 6 of Parc Primary:
“Thank you for singing at our school on the opening of our memorial garden.
The singing was fantastic. We all enjoyed it very much. All of you were great
and we had a really good time. Hope we'll see you again."
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CELEBRATING THE BRITISH RED CROSS
Mansion House, London
The opportunity to return to London’s Mansion House was eagerly awaited
by choristers throughout the early part of the year. The British Red Cross Gala
Dinner featured an array of musicians from around the globe. The dinner was
held in the main banquet hall with Lord Mayor David Brewer present amid
three hundred or more guests. Newsreader Carol Barnes performed the
duties of compere and with a large screen depicting old news items and photographs, she magically pieced together the history of the British Red Cross.
After focusing on one particular incident in the history of the Association,
usually a disaster in which they played a major part in the relief project, the
film was stopped and one of many guests artists would perform on the stage.
Prior to the guests arriving at the hall the choir was escorted to the high
gallery above the banqueting hall and made to sit around the outer wall and
away from the sight of the people below. The balcony itself was even covered
to ensure nobody could see through the pillars and spoil the surprise.
In fact it was a rather emotional moment as Ms Barnes told the tale of the
horrific Aberfan Disaster which struck forty years ago this year. She explained
how the Red Cross had gone to the disaster scene to assist and then spoke of
the valley communities
and the Welsh love of
singing. At that precise
moment the choristers
rose and walked forward, in three long
lines across each side
of the balcony. The
reaction was simply
breathtaking for those
surprised guests below.

Choristers and music staff with Michael Ball.
The choir gave a
rousing performance of
Llanfair to tumultuous applause, but nothing prepared them for the performance of Nessun Dorma which left them stunned and dumbfounded. The
Lord Mayor broke with his usual protocol and asked for an encore, which was
very unusual in such events.
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At the end of the performance the final item was Love Changes Everything
performed by Welsh-born West End show star Michael Ball. Once again, right
on cue the choir re-appeared from the darkness to perform the chorus under
the baton of internationally renowned composer Tony Hatch. A very memorable night indeed.

AN AMAZING EVENING
Memories of the Concert at the Mansion House, London
By Tony Hatch
2006 was (as Frank Sinatra once sang) a ‘very good year’ for me. Downtown,
the song I wrote, arranged and produced for Petula Clark in 1964, became a
hit all over again 42 years later when Emma Bunton’s version was chosen as
BBC’s Children In Need song and went straight to the top of the charts.
Late in November I had the honour to be asked to appear with Petula in
a Sunday night concert at The Theatre Royal, Drury Lane. I sang my own
songs, accompanied Petula at the piano and conducted the BBC Concert
Orchestra in a medley of my television themes. The concert was recorded and
broadcast on Radio Two on the evening of December 15th.
One of the most memorable events, however, happened earlier in 2006
when I was musical director for the Annual Red Cross Gala held in June.
Guests dined at various embassies then made their way to the Mansion
House for an evening of varied entertainment. Artistes appearing included
Michael Ball and, of course, The Treorchy Male Choir. Their own performance
was inspirational and the acoustics of The Mansion House perfectly suited to
their resonant tones.
The real magic, though, came at the end of the show. The producer
wanted to include the choir in the final chorus of Michael’s rendition of Love
Changes Everything and I was asked to provide the parts for the choir. I can
tell you it was a great thrill for me to hear this amazing sound of tenors, baritones and basses filling the hall from the balcony above me. It was very
emotional and a moment I shall remember forever.
Long may The Treorchy Male Choir bring us all such unique pleasure.

MAX LIVE WITH TREORCHY
When looking back at 2006 there is little doubt that the highlight for the
Treorchy Male Choir was the unforgettable Diamond Jubilee Concert at the
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Wales Millennium Centre with Welsh icon Max Boyce. The concert was entitled Max Live With Treorchy, a play on words from Max’s first major recording
success, made at Treorchy Rugby Club more than thirty years earlier.
It was always going to be a magnificent occasion. Max readily agreed to
join the choir as they marked their sixtieth anniversary and also suggested we
choose the Wales Millennium Centre as a suitable venue. The concert was
planned more than a year in advance with the tickets eventually going on sale
on St David’s Day. Much to the choir and Max’s delight the concert was a
complete sell-out in less than two weeks.
Only one rehearsal was held with Max prior to the engagement, but it was
certainly an evening the singer and comedian is unlikely to ever forget. Much
to his surprise the management committee had made the decision that in
recognition of his readiness to support the choir in its anniversary year, and
in tribute to the three decades of friendship between the two Welsh institutions, he would be presented with Honorary Membership of the Treorchy
Male Choir.
Max was certainly taken aback
with the presentation which was
made by Choir Chairman Gareth
Evans. He received a suitable
inscribed certificate and membership
tie amid a round of applause and messages of congratulations from the
choristers themselves. On the following day Max was interviewed on
community radio station GTFM and
explained to the listeners what it actually meant to him:

Max Boyce, Meuryn Hughes
and Gareth Evans.

“I’m deeply honoured and its something I certainly didn’t expect. I only
went to the rehearsal in preparation for our joint concert and it really took me
back a bit I must say. I’ve always had tremendous respect for the choir and
they are arguably not just one of the best in Wales but one of the best choirs
in the world and to be given Honorary Membership is something they don’t
give out lightly, so I was very honoured and very proud.
“They are such a professional choir they can adapt to working with different
people. I sing songs they sing but I sing them totally differently but to amalgamate
something like that with such a large body of men shows this professionalism
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because they made the changes so effortlessly. They are the most professional choir
I have every come across and one of the greatest in the world today.”
On Sunday June 18th almost two thousand people arrived at the Wales
Millennium Centre for one of Treorchy Male Choir’s greatest performances in
its sixty years. Earlier in the afternoon choristers stood to attention outside
this landmark building for a new publicity photograph. Staging was placed on
the square on Cardiff Bay with the WMC as a perfect backdrop. Much to
everyone’s hilarity the staging wasn’t quite high enough and dozens of crates
of beer helped to build it up to the correct height!
The concert, as one would expect, was a tremendous success. The choir
performed the first half of the concert to the highest possible standards.
Concluding with Nessun Dorma, the audience appeared ecstatic and
rewarded them with a standing ovation. The second half saw Max Boyce give
another of his typically magnificent performances, complete with belly-aching
laughter and joy. One of Wales’s greatest entertainers certainly proved his
worth once more on this night to remember. The finale couldn’t have been
more perfect as the choir and Max combined to perform Myfanwy, followed
by a rousing Hen Wlad Fy Nhadau. A night to remember and an honour for
choristers and audience alike who could proudly say I was there!

I WAS THERE
A Review of the Diamond Jubilee Concert: Max Live with Treorchy
By Mike Smith, Western Mail
THERE are two uniquely Welsh phenomena that have to be experienced live the overwhelming power of the male voice choir and over-the-top Max Boyce.
Combine the two and you have an evening that proves that, while much
has and is changing in Wales for the better, we still value some of our traditional cultural icons. This concert celebrating the 60th anniversary of the
Treorchy Male Choir gave the choristers the opportunity to demonstrate their
enthusiasm and confidence under new conductor Meuryn Hughes.
The mixed programme also reflected the choir's willingness to embrace
different musical styles to keep their performances fresh and which is demonstrated by their broad range of recordings. So we were treated to not only
popular Welsh classics but contemporary hits such as Memory from Andrew
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Lloyd Webber's Cats, Cavatina from the Deer Hunter and that Frank Sinatra
show-stopper My Way.
Great operatic choir pieces included the Easter Hymn from Mascagni's
Cavalleria Rusticana, a splendid Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves from Verdi's
Nabucco and a suitably stirring choral arrangement of Verdi's Nessun Dorma.
Those Welsh songs that have been performed by generations of choristers
included a stirring Llanfair, a delicately sung Ar Hyd y Nos and a Gwahoddiad
that beautifully balanced passion and gentleness.
MC for
the evening,
chorister
Dean Powell,
gave us the
history of
the
choir
and introd u c e d
long-serving
choristers
Norman
Max Live With Treorchy.
Martin and
I s l w y n
Morgan who have both been with the Treorchy for 59 years. For the finale,
the choir returned to the stage to join Max Boyce for Myfanwy and the
national anthem.
But first it was the turn of that other iconic cultural institution that is Max
Boyce to entertain in his own inimitable style. Max is no stranger to sell-out
shows at the Wales Millennium Centre having played two nights earlier this
year and having been one of the first performers there in 2004. While the jokes
and sketches are hilarious whether you have heard them before or not, what
makes the live performance special is the man's comic genius with the crowd.
While there is a bit of banter and a few cheeky lines at the expense of the
audience, there is nothing of the public humiliation many stand-up comics
thrive on. Rather there is a shared sensibility and almost tribal identity that
make the audience instantly fall under his power. From those first chords of
Sospan Fach, flag-waving Max in his red dragon waistcoat has the crowd
worked up with the passion of a revivalist meeting.
The routines largely centre around rugby with an innocents-abroad tale of
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travelling to Paris, a send-up of the English Rugby World Cup-winning celebrations and how if it were Wales even Gavin Henson' mother's home help
would be given the OBE. We have the rivalry of Welsh rugby towns with
Neath described as being twinned with Bosnia which the Bosnians are not
very happy about, where Tesco items have steal-by dates.
Who else but Max could get 1,900 people to baa the National Anthem as
sheep and stand up to perform a Haka using the words of Humpty Dumpty
which will be our secret weapon against the All Blacks this autumn? Max the
singer performed Swansea Town and the haunting Rhondda Grey, bringing quieter moments of reflection to the party. And then it is on with the sharply
observed satire including the tale of the lifeguard from North Wales who
couldn't save the drowning woman because he couldn't swim. So how did he
get the job? He speaks Welsh.
But it is the performer that brings it all to life, that combination of overexcited child, the disarmingly innocent yet devilishly naughty big kid that the
audiences love as much as those jokes. I was there - next time you have to be
too.

STILL SINGING AT SIXTY
By Dean Powell
To be performed to the tune of Hymns & Arias
There’s a Choir in the Rhondda
Treorchy is its name
From Maerdy to Manhattan
The world knows of its fame
They have a hundred singers
Who bring the crowd to tears
They sing in chapels, churches, concert halls
And then they drink their beers….
And they start singing
Hymns and Arias
Land of My Fathers
Ar Hyd y Nos.
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John Haydn was the founder
And eisteddfod was his game
They won the National and Miners too
So golden was his reign
John Cynan was the rightful heir
And he kept them shining bright
But despite his calls and cussing boys
Second Tenors can’t sing it right
But they keep on singing…
Treorchy defeated Morriston (HOORAY!)
Pendyrus, Rhos and all
At Aberystwyth in ‘52
The judge wished for the call
To go up into heaven
To hear such voices God would Bless,
While back on earth John Haydn said
Lose say little, win say less…
But keep on singing…..
For Qualiton, then EMI
We’ve made records by the score,
We’ve sung concerts for all charities
Leaving packed houses shouting MORE!
Sydney Opera House and Strasbourg
San Francisco, Brisbane, Perth
In Penrhys we sang to nobody
But still we showed our worth...
And kept on singing
Our biggest fan is still Tom Jones
Who joined us in a song
Julie Andrews, Bacharach, Bassey too
And Queen Ella – who sang it wrong
Our soloists were Sam and Wyn
Harry, Kate, Ros, Josephine
Thank God we’ve dropped Unwaith Eto though
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‘Cos we’re bloody sick of Dean….
He keeps on singing…..
We know the women miss us loads
We wish you could come too
But the Rodneys Bus is always full
And the Deacons’ got no loo
We don’t have fun when we’re away
All the singing we do hate
We go to chapel every morn
And go to bed by eight…
And we were singing…
Meuryn is our leader
And he was quite a catch
Jan plays the piano
And the chairman’s name is Gatch
Brian is the President
And the secretary is Fred
And Goffer counts the money up
So we’re not in the red
So we keep singing…
Now we’ve got so many characters
Morsey, Rocky and big Phil
Our Vice President is Clive Red Card
But he can’t go back to Brazil
Cos at the World Cup long ago
He gave them all a shock
The players swore at him all night
Just like Ivor ***** Lock
And we were singing….
Islwyn’s first up to the bar
He gets there in a flash
Len and Reg are close behind
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But Mal won’t spend his cash
They drink Glayvah’s while singing
Start Nidaros when half cut
They hate it when the bar bell rings
‘Cos just like Canberra then its shut
But keep on singing….
This choir is still mighty
Thanks to those who’ve gone before
Donna, Tom, John ‘Conshie’ too
We’ve made friends by the score
To members past and present
Your commitment we admire
Here’s to the future, make a toast
Happy Birthday Treorchy Choir
Lets keep on singing……

IN MEMORIAM

JOHN HOPKINS
“Close thine eyes and sleep secure”
124 Ystrad Road, Ystrad
June 5th 1932 – July 19th 2006
A much loved brother to Ernie, Ray and Gladys
and a dearly loved uncle and great uncle.
Life Member of the Treorchy Male Choir
Choristers were deeply saddened and dismayed
on learning of the sudden and tragic death of
John. He was in a concert in Stoke with the choir
on the Saturday prior to his passing and in his
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local hostelry on the Sunday night with his friends.
John was a faithful, diligent and committed member of the choir for 47
years. He joined the choir in 1959, and was a first tenor section committeeman from 1965 to 1983. He received his Long Service Membership in 1980
and his Life Membership in 1986.
The choir was his life and he was one of those choristers who you could
always rely on to be there at every rehearsal and concert. His commitment to
the choir was second to none and his remarkable display of continuous loyalty to the choir is an exmple for all choristers.
John was a bachelor, but he was the “rock” of his family caring for his two
brothers Ernie and Ray with whom he lived. He spent most of his working
life in T.C.Jones factory, Treorchy where he was very much respected as well
as within the community, He was a quiet and gentle person always ready to
assist whenever possible.
We mourn his passing and will treasure the memory of one who devoted
so much of his time to the progress of the choir he loved. We extend to his
family and friends our deepest sympathy.
“But if the while we think on ye dear friend,
All losses are restored and sorrows end”

MY THOUGHTS OF TREORCHY
By Ian Glasby
We first met the Treorchy Male Choir in 1986 in Sydney, Australia, where we
were serving in the British Consulate General. We were invited to attend two
of the choir’s performances in the Opera House which, on both occasions,
was filled to capacity. Rare achievement indeed. We have two abiding memories of these occasions. Firstly, the choir’s rendering of All Through the Night
which we still think was as fine an example of choral singing as one could
wish to hear. It was simply magical in such a setting. Secondly, at a reception
in the long foyer, giving access to the three Opera House amphitheatres, with
the choristers mingling with members of the audience, a single choristers
started singing The Bells of Aberdovery. Whereupon, the whole choir joined in,
and with immaculate timing and harmony, gave a perfect impromptu perfor-
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mance of this famous Welsh air. The way this was achieved, with choristers
widely spread, demonstrated that here we had witnessed something rather
special by an accomplished group of singers.
Thus, after retirement some years later, we joined the choir’s Appreciation
Society and have attended their concerts through south-west England. We
have long been aware of the disproportionately huge input the Welsh people,
numbering about three million, have made to the cultural life of the UK – in
theatre, film, opera, poetry, television and of course, singing – especially male
voice choral singing. This contribution is extraordinary for a population so
small.
We are no experts in social history, but we wonder whether this strong
Welsh influence has its roots in the land and the dangerous lives of coal mining as industrial communities who regarded the chapel as the centre of village
life. Or was it a search for belief from the hard day to day life? Others might
ponder those questions, but the undisputable fact is that today Wales has a
rich tradition of choral singing in which the Treorchy Male Choir is a supreme
example of choral perfection. What is it that makes this choir so much better
than perhaps all others? Again we can only offer laymen’s thoughts, but for
what they are worth, we offer the following.
What has always impressed us has been the manifest pride the choristers
take in their membership of the choir and in their dedication to the perfection of performance. The former has become a way of life for many members.
Consider, for example, the length of service which many members have given
– until well into their advanced old age. Consider also the pride the choir
takes in its support for countless charities, for which purpose they travel
through nights of often inclement weather to reach distant venues. The sheer
discipline of their singing is legendary, as is their perfect balance Nothing is
left to chance, and these characteristics combined with their considerable talents, the respect they show not only for one another but also for all things
Welsh, for the music they sing, creates a formidable spirit. One wonders how
many hours of chorister’s time is spent in practice, essential to achieve such
immaculate performances and finally they have an endearing ability of engaging with an audience, invariable with nice touches of humour.
We regard it as a great privilege to be associated with the choir. Their history of bringing much pleasure to vast numbers of people over many years,
of raising funds to help people in need, is impeccable and it is an institution
of which not only Wales, but also the world should be justly proud.
In October 2006 my wife, Herma and I had the honour of arranging a
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concert by the choir in the beautiful old Abbey in Sherborne, Dorset, to raise
funds for the Dorset and Somerset Air Ambulance. Over £16,000 was raised
and predictably the choir was showered with accolades in the superlatives for
an outstanding performance. Just one example of how communities all over
Britain benefit from the choir’s charitable works and have good reason to be
most grateful to them

A BIRTHDAY TO REMEMBER
By Phil Ratcliffe
Saturday 23rd September 2006 was an evening of pure delight as I celebrated
my fiftieth birthday. The combination of family, friends, art, architecture,
food, wine and music was potent at my celebration in the National Museum
Cardiff! My extended family is spread over England and Scotland, so it is
always a special occasion when we get together. My friends came especially
from France, Canada and Hong Kong as well as from England and south
Wales.
After dinner, a little over 130 guests and I were blown away by the
tremendous sound of Cwm Rhondda, Morte Christe, - one item after another,
beautifully sung and accompanied. Kate Woolveridge delighted us, her lovely
personality complementing her songs. Nessun Dorma was aptly described by
Meuryn Hughes as “huge”. As if this were not a great enough climax, choir
and soloist joined their considerable forces for Easter Hymn – a spiritual highpoint of the whole occasion. The hwyl of Mae Hen Wlad fy Nhadau followed
like icing on the cake saved for the end.
These are just a small sample of the many appreciative comments I
received afterwards: The Treorchy Male Choir was outstanding and so enjoyable to listen to; the choir was very impressive and seemed to enjoy
entertaining everyone. I never thought I would be able to say I had sung with
the Treorchy Male Choir - but I can now!
I am most grateful to Frederick O’Brien, Meuryn Hughes, Dean Powell,
Kate Woolveridge, Janice Ball and all the choristers for a fabulous concert,
and for waiting so patiently to start.
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A TREORCHY PATRON
Bryn Terfel, the world famous Welsh bass-baritone, has enjoyed a proud association with the Treorchy Male Choir for a number of years. Many choristers
will remember performing on a successful tour of the California and
Colorado, USA in 1994 only to discover that it was another Welshman who
was hitting the headlines that side of the Atlantic. Bryn Terfel had made himself an overnight success with his performance of Figaro at The Met.
In November 2005 choristers were deeply honoured
to perform God Save the Queen and Hen Wlad Fy Nhadau
with the international opera star at the Royal Command
Performance in the Wales Millennium Centre before Her
Majesty the Queen. Choristers not only enjoyed the
opportunity of sharing the stage with this Welsh giant,
but also the joy of meeting and sharing jokes with him
backstage. His performance of the Pearlfishers duet that
night with Andrea Bocelli was one of the most emotional moments many of us had every witnessed.
Earlier last year Bryn was invited to appear as one of Sue Lawley’s castaways on her Desert Island Discs. His selection of eight of his favourite songs
included music performed by Frank Sinatra, Elvis Presley, Lionel Richie and
Sting along with a host of classical items. However, it was his second piece
that impressed the Treorchy Male Choir the most, because he chose their
recording of Myfanwy which appeared on the album Pride of Wales.
Therefore when it was decided that the Treorchy Male Choir & Coca Cola
Junior Musician of the Year Competition should have a special Patron, then
without doubt the choir turned to Bryn Terfel. Much to the delight of the
choristers a letter was received from Bryn’s management team in the autumn
of 2006 to say that he readily accepted this kind invitation to take on the role
of Patron. It was certainly welcomed news which has undoubtedly added to
the cuedos of this very special competition.
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The Choir at the Millennium Stadium.
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The Choir outside the Wales Mille
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Iris Williams with the Choir during their Jubilee Concert.
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IN MEMORIAM

RONALD CASS
Honorary Member
Treorchy Male Choir
Born Llanelli, April 21 1923
Died, London, June 2 2006
Composer Ronnie Cass was born in Llanelli in April 1923 and educated at
Llanelli Grammar School. One of six boys his father was a jeweller, but
Ronnie had musical ambitions from the start. He was giving piano concerts
in his teens, but, to help with family finances, became a maths teacher. He
was studying economics at Aberystwyth University when the Second World
War began and he joined the RAF. When his squadron was posted to Burma,
they took a piano with them so that he could carry on entertaining them.
After the war he returned to Wales but in 1949 he came to London in
search of musical opportunities. He found them when Cecil Landeau hired
him as musical director at Ciro's night-club. There he met Peter Myers, who
was preparing a new revue. Their show 10:15 was staged at the tiny Irving
Theatre off Leicester Square, and well received. The Irving Revue soon followed
in 1951, starring Betty Marsden, Michael Medwin, Eunice Gayson and Larry
Hagman, later to play the evil J.R. Ewing in Dallas and in 1952 brought forward at the same small premises Ronnie Stevens's staging of David Climie's
late night revue, Just Lately, with Joan Sims, Charles Ross and Kenneth
Connor.
In 1952 Ronnie attended a show performed by students of the London
School of Economics, one of whom, Ron Moody, was so funny, he was soon
making his professional début in Intimacy at Eight (1952), a Cass-Myers revue
presented at the New Lindsay Theatre in Notting Hill Gate. A revised version,
Intimacy at 8:30 (1954), ran for 551 performances in the West End, of which
he was recognised as its leading stage show composer.
For Amusement Only (1956) was even more successful, with Moody hilarious in "The Vagabond Student", a sketch about amateur operatic societies.
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Ronnie Cass always said his favourite revue was High Spirits (1953); although
it ran only five months at London's cavernous Hippodrome. Its cast included
the actress Valerie Carton, whom he married in 1955.
One of the highlights of Cass's next engagement, For Amusement Only
(Apollo, 1956), which ran for two years, was Jimmy Thompson's impersonation of Liberace, Ich Liberace Dich, with Cass's sardonic music. A sequel,
called For Adults Only (Strand, 1958), with a cast led by Hugh Paddick, Ron
Moody and Miriam Karlin, ran for a year. Cass then devised, as musical director, the team's last West End revue, The Lord Chamberlain Regrets (Saville,
1961) - an allusion to the stage censor who had another seven years in office
- with Millicent Martin and Ronnie Stevens heading the cast. However, the
show lacked the sparkle and bite of its predecessors. Two years later Cass
devised and wrote with Myers a late-night West End show, Round Leicester
Square (Prince Charles). Comprising a medley of mainly Edwardian songs, it
was led by Vivienne Martin, Thompson and Stevens.
Realising that intimate revue was losing its popularity, Myers and Cass
turned to the cinema, scoring great success with the Cliff Richard vehicles The
Young Ones (1962) and Summer Holiday (1963). Although the title songs of
both films were written by other hands, Cass and Myers provided the basic
scores as well as the screenplays. Their third Cliff musical, Wonderful Life
(1964), was less successful.
The unstoppable Ronnie was said to be able to give Robinson Crusoe
lessons in survival and went on to create Déjà Revue (1974), a "review of
revues" while also writing TV plays. He composed a cantata performed at
Norwich Cathedral and devised cabaret shows for cruise liners. He and his
old friend Warren Mitchell teamed up to bring to the stage The Thoughts of
Chairman Alf (1975), which they took around the country for the next 20
years.
Having joined the theatre from the world of cabaret, Cass tried cabaret
again in 1979, co-devising and writing Blondes and Bombshells. He wrote two
novels, True Blue and Fringe Benefits, and a book of theatrical humour titled A
Funny Thing Happened or an Anthology of Pro's.
Cass worked with his fellow Welshman Tom Jones on more than 70 television shows and with Harry Secombe on the religious series Highway. It was
in this capacity that he came into contact with the Treorchy Male Choir.
In1969, while producing the Christmas edition of This is Tom Jones he first
invited the choir to perform on the programme. When Tom Jones was
awarded Honorary Membership of the Choir, Ronnie Cass also received the
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same honour. The relationship between Ronnie and the Choir continued for
well over thirty years. He went on to produce the episode of Highway that was
dedicated solely to the choir – it was the first time such a project had ever
been undertaken.
Rather poignantly in May 2006 he wrote to the choir to express his good
wishes to everyone on the Diamond Jubilee Year. His quotation appeared in
the choir’s anniversary booklet. Sadly, within days of his telephone call to
Publicity Officer Dean Powell to ensure he’d received his message, Ronnie
Cass passed away.

KEY TO THE DOOR

Long Service Members Ivor Lock, Frederick O’Brien and Gwyn Morgan receiving their
certificates from the Chairman.

Few years go by in the history of the choir without celebrating the commitment and dedication shown by so many of its choristers. This year was
certainly no exception as three members were honoured for 21 years faithful
service to the cause.
At the Annual General Meeting Long Service Membership certificates
were presented to choir librarian Ivor Lock, assistant secretary Gwyn Morgan
and secretary Frederick O’Brien.
Choir chairman Gareth Evans congratulated them all for their service over
so many years and said he hoped they would continue to play an active role
in the history of the choir for many more years to come.
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TREORCHY MALE CHOIR
THE EARLY YEARS
“…A wonderful beauty is born”.
Padraic Pearse
CELEBRATING the Diamond Jubilee of the Treorchy Male Choir in 2006 was
only right and proper as we saluted the incredible achievements of our organisations during the past six decades. However, we should never lose sight of
the immense tradition of male voice choir singing that existed in the town for
the previous sixty years before the present-day Treorchy was reformed.
History tells us that local pub landlord Griffith Rhys Jones, better known as
Caradog, had a male voice choir in The Treorchy Hotel in the early 1870s,
less than twenty years after the first tram load came to the surface of the
nearby Bute Colliery. Today Caradog is immortalised in an impressive statue
on the town square in Aberdare where he was born as a token of thanks to
the man who played such a major role in creating Wales’s universal image as
the Land of Song. In 1871 he took his famous Cor Mawr, or South Wales
Choral Union, to a competitive event in the Crystal Palace, London before
Her Majesty Queen Victoria. Returning home triumphant, Caradog’s choir
was recognised as the first representation of any Welsh organisation to compete outside its own borders – years before rugby or football reached
international status. However, there is little evidence to show that Caradog’s
male voice choir – the name of which has been lost in the midst of time –
has any connection whatsoever with any subsequent Treorchy Male Choir.
Indeed, the tradition of forming choirs just weeks before a local eisteddfod,
and then disbanding just as quickly until the next competition arose, was
common place in the south Wales valleys right up until the 1940s.
Documents show a variety of male glee parties, colliery choirs and choral
societies existing in Treorchy from the late Victorian era right through to the
Second World War.
One of the choristers in Caradog’s Cor Mawr, William Thomas, played a
hugely influential role in the history of the original Treorky Male Choir,
formed in the Red Cow Hotel one summer’s evening in 1883. When their
founder conductor, George Thomas of Cwmparc, relinquished his position it
was Mountain Ash-born William Thomas, a school attendance officer and
chorusmaster at Noddfa Chapel who rook up the baton. Under his leadership they won two National Eisteddfodau in Brecon and Llanelli and in
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November 1895 travelled to Windsor for a royal command concert before the
Queen. Within months of his return he handpicked thirty of his best choristers to undertake a series of celebrity concerts and overseas tours, realising
the impracticalities of transporting up to a hundred men to New Zealand or
Australia. It was under these circumstances that in 1896 the Royal Welsh
Male Voice Choir, a professional ensemble of local men, was formed and
enjoyed a splendid history for the next hundred years.
In the meantime the remaining members, or “left overs” of that Treorky
Male Choir continued to perform under the baton of John Bebb of Cwmparc,
ancestor of present-day chorister David Bebb also of the same village. Bebb
led them to an eisteddfod in 1897 but after this date there is no further
record of the choir.
In 1917 the Treorchy & District Male Voice Party (later choir) was
reformed with rehearsals occasionally held in the Park Hall, Cwmparc and later
in the auctioneers warehouse close to the present-day Parc & Dare Theatre.
John Pugh was the founding conductor of this second Treorchy Male Choir
and his accompanist was Fred Hughes. In 1924 they performed for the Duke
of York at Ystradfechan Park and won a record five eisteddfodau in an entire
weekend in west Wales. Rather ironically the conductor of the Royal Welsh
Choir also succeeded Pugh as the conductor of the new Treorchy & District.
Gwilym T. Jones remained in the post from 1920 to 1926 before moving to
Cilfynydd to reform Cor Meibion Pontypridd in the 1940s. He was replaced
by John Isaac Jones, a soloist with the Royal Welsh, who led them to a first
prize in an eisteddfod in Pontarddulais when the adjudicator was Glasgow
Orpheus conductor Sir Hugh Roberton (of Ar Hyd y Nos fame). A respected
musician from the Rhondda fach, William David Evans of Maerdy took up the
baton from 1932 to 1938 and his first victory was the semi-national
eisteddfod in Treorchy when they performed Charge of the Light Brigade and
were presented with the top prize by chief adjudicator Arwel Hughes.
Life in the pre-war choir was not always a happy one, with widespread
economic depression causing many choristers to leave the vicinity for work
elsewhere. Members of the Royal Welsh were also known to make up the first
two rows of the choir in the event of an important competition and when it
transpired they were being paid to sing, while the others were not, the atmosphere in the choir was far from joyous. In 1938 Arthur Davies of Swansea
became its last conductor – the fifth in twenty years no less. In September of
that year he welcomed a new deputy conductor, called John Haydn Davies, a
school teacher from Blaencwm. He was joined by his friend, the pianist Tom
Jones and in their first rehearsal heard the choir practice Mordaith Cariad
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(Voyage of Love) which was rather prophetic given their future with the choir.
John Haydn led them on their first radio broadcast from the Parc & Dare
Theatre in 1941 but membership was rapidly depleting. On the whole choristers were elderly. Those who worked underground remained faithful to the
cause, others left to join the armed forces. It was in such circumstances that
the choir barely performed in public and disbanded following a local
eisteddfod in the spring of 1943.
This background allows the reader more of an
understanding of the origins of the present day choir,
one that far exceeded its predecessors as a worldfamous musical organisation. Although the pre-war
choir was not a particularly successful entity and its
history seems to have “spluttered” on for many years,
what was noticeable was the undiminished enthusiasm of its choristers who saw the choir survive
through some of its most difficult times. With the
Second World War over and many servicemen
George Neighbour
returning to valley life in the Rhondda again, those
gallant heroes realised there was something missing
in their lives. They missed the camaraderie of the forces and more than likely
the discipline also. It came as little surprise that in September 1946 the chairman of the pre-war choir, George Neighbour, and the secretary, Tom Jenkins
decided to reform the choir. It was indicated that discussions had taken place
in the Pengelli Hotel since it was a favourite “watering hole” of former
Treorchy Boys Club members and Treorchy rugby
players. The young regulars were all products of local
Noncomformity and the standard of impromptu
community singing was high. The landlord was
Emlyn Jenkins and his relative was Tom who also regularly came to the pub at this time and kept
prompting the other regulars to re-form the choir.
A meeting was convened in the main hall of
Treorchy Senior School, Glyncoli Road, on
Tom Jenkins
Wednesday, October 16th 1946. George, an official
at the Clerk’s Department of the Rhondda Urban District Council while Tom,
a stalwart of Bethania Chapel and clerk to the head office of the old Ocean
Coal Company, led the debate. About twenty men, mostly former choristers
received letters of invitation from Tom and it was resolved that the choir be
re-formed and to publicise this matter by window-bills and screen advertise-
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ments. “Those interested in singing are welcomed to a meeting at the
Treorchy Senior School, Glyncoli Road, on Sunday
October 20th at 3pm. It is intended to reform the
Treorchy & District Male Voice Choir and previous
choristers are welcomed,”it read. On the following
Sunday afternoon George was elected Chairman.
David Jenkins was elected Treasurer and Edward
(Ned) Knapgate was elected Vice-Chairman. Stanley
Jones, a local barber, had already been elected
Secretary at the inaugural meeting. Some eighteen
Stanley Jones
members attended that first meeting, including such
remembered names as Haydn Erasmus, Cliburn
Willis, Haydn Thatcher and Danny Williams and within
a month the numbers increased to forty. A resolution was
then passed empowering the officials to approach John
Haydn Davies and Tom Jones to offer them the posts of
Conductor and Accompanist respectively. However, the
conductor made it clear that if Tom Jones was accompanist then only he would play for the choir for in previous
years the choir’s regular pianists had been replaced by
semi-professionals for major concerts and eisteddfodau –
hardly conducive to morale. Similarly, the committee felt
the same of John Haydn - he was the man for all seasons.
David Jenkins
In return he certainly remained faithful to them, turning
down the position of chorus master of the Welsh National Opera Company
to remain with “his” Treorchy.
John Haydn, who later became a local headmaster, had already gained a
reputation as a musician as conductor of the fine Blaencwm Choral Society,
Blaenselsig Male Choir and Glenrhondda Colliery
Choir during the war. His choral society was based at
Blaencwm Welsh Baptist Chapel in Tynewydd and
had been chosen by the BBC to take part in what was
probably the first performance of Handel’s Messiah
arranged for choir and brass band – the band being
Haydn Bebb’s Parc and Dare. Here was a man of
integrity, of incredible vision, high principles and yet
very retiring and deeply humble. Despite having no
musical qualifications, his depth of knowledge and
Edward Knapgate
his capacity to read and interpret music was admired
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and respected throughout the land. His accompanist, Tom Jones worked at
the Park Colliery before becoming an insurance agent in the upper Rhondda
Fawr. A quiet, unassuming character, Tom often preferred to remain in the
background and away from the glare of publicity but was continually praised
by adjudicators at eisteddfodau for his professional playing.
On October 27th both gentlemen were confirmed in the positions that
they would hold for more than two decades to come and guide the fortunes
of the choir to peaks as yet unattained by any other male voice choir in Wales,
possibly the world. That week the numbers in attendance increased to twenty
four and this provided the nucleus of the choir. Gradually a committee of two
choristers per section were established with George Lewis and Ron Davies for
first tenors, Phil Davies and Haydn Thatcher for second tenors, Eddie Davies
and Arthur Powell for first bass and David Davies and Myrddin Hopkins for
second bass. Contributions were set at 3d a week and a small collection of
music copies of the previous choir were left in charge of Mr D. Roberts, along
with a cupboard. Stanley Jones was told to recover them and a certain D.
Davies was elected Librarian, followed soon afterwards by Cliburn Willis. In
later years he relayed the story how it was Haydn Thatcher who moved he be
appointed Librarian and he was handed a brown paper bag containing the
copies of music used by the previous choir. There were eight copies of
Comrades in Arms, six of Nidaros and a handful of other songs. It was hardly
a sound basis for the repertoire of a new choir but it was John Haydn who
rapidly produced new arrangements and gathered music from around Wales
and even further afield. Within a few short months the growth of the music
library was enough to result in an Assistant Librarian being appointed and
Albert Stubbs filled the role in the Annual General Meeting of 1948. The role
of registrar was an important one to ensure a good attendance at rehearsals.
The early minute book mentions two original registrars in Mr A. Rosser and
Mr T. Elliott, but it was Richard Williams who took over the reigns by the
early part of 1948, only to be succeeded, following an untimely death, a year
later by Mel Davies.
In that first rehearsal John Haydn invited the men to take their seats on a
set of benches and along with Tom Jones at his side, welcomed them all. He
recognised previous choristers of the pre-war choir and noticed the several
raw musical recruits by their side. He explained that to select the four sections required, the men had to sing scales with him supported by Tom on the
piano. First they went up the scale and after a certain note he said that those
who could not comfortably sing it were second tenors and above that top
tenors. The procedure was reversed as first bass and second bass were
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decided, although initially it remained unbalanced because so many of the
men preferred to stay close to their pals instead! Each section was later split
into an “a” and a “b” for the rare moments in music when the choir would
need to divide into as many as eight sections in certain passages of music. It
also became a rule to place the stronger voices at the back, with sweeter
voices in the front and each section had their own recognised
cornerman to show this deliberate divide. The new music was
set out in tonic solfa, that great
bastion of musical interpretation, inspired by John Curwen
and the building blocks for all
potential choristers in chapels
the length and breadth of the
country.
The majority of those choristers would of course have been
John Haydn Davies
chapel goers themselves, faithful
to their local place of worship and therefore already had a clear understanding of this notation and one in which John Haydn himself so clearly
promoted. Rehearsals were arranged for Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sunday
afternoons with new pieces and a simple technique to learning them giving
the choir a firm foundation for the future. It was recognised that male voice
singing stemmed from two major aspects of valley life – the camaraderie felt
amongst the work force under ground and their love of singing at the local
chapel. Decades later and the present choir also relied on the same foundations with the greater majority of post-war choristers either working in the pit
or at least connected in some way to the coal mining industry. It is also interesting to note how much of a great command the conductor had over his
singers. Admittedly this was built on the respect and admiration they had for
their leader, but it is worth considering how so many of those early choristers
had been members of the armed forces and used to taking orders. This military discipline about them made it easy for John Haydn, a man short in
stature but a giant as a musician, to rule them with ease. At one rehearsal he
made the second tenor section face the wall, claiming “I don’t want to see
you let alone hear you.” They did so without question.
By the early part of 1947 the re-formed choir was gathering strength but
there was a sense of imbalance in a lack of top tenors and it was decided to
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canvas and approach a number of people with a view to strengthening this
vital section of the choir. It appears that there was a certain amount of discord in the management committee at this time as the chairman did not
attend any meetings from January until June and the secretary was ordered
to visit him. The office of president of the choir was discussed and a list of
contenders put before the committee members. Candidates included W.P.
Thomas, the controversial figurehead of the Ocean Coal Company who
played an active role in William Thomas’s choir; local wine merchant and
supporter of local charities J.J. Thomas who was the “sole agent for Bulmer’s
Cider” in the valley and Levi Phillips, the General
Manager of the Ocean Coal Company. Levi was the
committee’s choice but there are no records to explain
why he did not accept the position. The presidency
was also offered to Tom Jenkins, but with rapidly failing eyesight and eventual blindness he declined the
invitation but was made the choir’s first Vice President
and in fact was also the choir’s first Life Member. On
September 28th 1947 the committee elected
Councillor Iorwerth Thomas of Cwmparc as its Iorwerth Thomas MP
President and he held office for almost twenty years
during which time he became the MP of Rhondda West. Rather ironically he
was elected to the post with W.P. Thomas again as the other candidate. It can
be safely said that their relationship over the years was anything but friendly.
New choristers were also placed in the hands of more experienced singers
and this sense of mentoring continues to this day. It was an important role
for those experienced stalwart members, such as Cas Powell, Elwyn Davies,
Emlyn Davies, Trevor Protheroe, Haydn Thatcher, Idris Higgon, Eddie Davies
and Will Jones who remained cornerstones of their sections as teachers to so
many new members,
It is interesting to note that in the first edition of Excelsior, published in
1948, John Haydn opens his article with the words “The King is Dead, Long
Live the King”. Obviously the need to shake off the traditions of the defunct
pre-war choir were paramount and a bright new choir of far younger choristers (the average age being mid twenties) was the way forward. He was also
adamant in his determination to ensure that no chorister be allowed to sing
in another choir other than Treorchy. It was blatantly obvious that John
Haydn well remembered the bad-feeling amongst the pre-war choir as Royal
Welsh choristers joined the ranks. This tradition had resurrected itself to
some degree in the reformed choir.
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In June 1948 the choir entered their first competition at the Treorchy
Eisteddod and it was pointed out that those Royal Welsh Choir members who
had also joined Treorchy were joining Cor Meibion Pontypridd on the day of
the competition – possibly because of the association with former conductor
Gwilym T. Jones. It certainly sent alarm bells through the Treorchy camp for
having a “choir within a choir” was clearly dangerous and a recipe for future
disasters. Treorchy won the event by five clear points over Pontypridd.
Admittedly those Royal Welsh singers, all experienced voices, were of assistance to the early days of the Treorchy Choir, with the likes of Leslie Edwards
and Tom Griffiths so readily helping out but this situation could not continue.
However, it was a further two years before the subject was discussed in a
Special General Meeting and the rule was passed not to accept choristers who
were still members of other choirs. The rule continues today.
Early committee meetings from this time illustrate the desire to raise funds
for the organisation by holding local dances or weekly raffles, often with the
first prize of Brylcreem (probably from the secretary’s barber shop!). In the
early years the committee certainly showed a strength of will in administering
the choir and meeting new and challenging situations. At one point the committee visited the Empress Dance Hall, later taken over by Remploy, with the
hope of purchasing the building as a rehearsal room. But owing to financial
restraints they remained in the school hall on Glyncoli Road where they still
rehearse six decades later. The scrutiny of attendance of rehearsals, to ensure
musical standards could be achieved and maintained, remained very important to the early committee. In January 1948 they made it clear that although
there were 140 members on the books the “effective membership” was 108
and by October they terminated the membership of 18. It was often a case of
admitting choristers “en bloc” in the early days with little time for auditions.
By the following year the admission books were closed as choristers were “in
excess of 170, but the future of 54 will be decided shortly”. Those early
minute books make fascinating reading when it comes to attendance records,
for in 1951 a purge of attendances were discussed over two three-weekly periods when up to 50 members were scrutinised for poor turn-outs with many
receiving “stiff” letters requesting their resignation. As today, there remained
that core of enthusiastic members, those who trudged to rehearsals come
wind, rain or shine, through the darkness and cold of winter, knowing that the
other “boys” would be there and the journey not in vain. When life was difficult then the sudden release of performance, whether in rehearsals or
concerts, raised the spirits and the choir gradually became a way of life. It is
no secret that today Treorchy is still very much a family and when times are
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difficult the arms of the choir are held out to comfort those in need.
Comradeship remains an essential ingredient to its success despite witnessing
such a rapidly changing society throughout the years. Continually they sing
together, drink together, laugh together and at times even cry together.
John Haydn himself remembered how much the pre-war choir depended
on rehearsals as a refuge from the cares and worries of daily life. He once
explained, “I shall never forget a rehearsal during the dark days of 1940. The
news of the day could hardly have been worse. Over the radio we heard the
tired and strained voice of Winston Churchill warning the nation to be prepared for hard and heavy tidings. The evening was fine and men gathered
outside the school discussing the news in anxious tones. We felt reluctant to
go inside. However, the rehearsals started and just before the end we sang
Lullaby of Brahms (an “enemy” composer!). Something happened I cannot
explain. We all felt a lightening of the burden of anxiety. Hope was restored.
We went out on our ways refreshed and more prepared to face what the
future had in store.” How often have today’s choristers still felt such relief
from their own burdens in life?
In the early concerts many of the soloists came from within the ranks of
the choir such was the wealth of talent. At least ten different choristers
appeared as soloists within the first year of concerts, with Sam Griffiths giving his first concert in Ramah Chapel, Treorchy in July 1948. For the next
forty years the baritone performed almost three hundred times as a soloist,
not counting the many occasions he performed as a chorister or sang a solo
item in a choir item. Tenor Idris Higgon, a former member of the Royal Welsh,
Tom Griffiths and David Davies (later John Cynan’s
father-in-law) were other popular soloists during
those early years.
In 1947 they gave four concerts in the upper
Rhondda, starting in Ramah on July 20th, with
soloists Cas Powell, D. Davies, Eddie Hughes and
boy soprano Jack Hughes (brother of future choir
chairman Meurig) and gained £12 for choir funds
from a silver collection. It was obvious that John
Haydn had whipped a band of largely raw musical
recruits into a fine body of singers. A week later they
performed in St Peter’s Church, Pentre and then
Salem Chapel, Cwmparc in August. A month later and they gave their first
“away” concert – at The Pavilion, Porthcawl followed by another concert in
Treorchy, this time Bethlehem Chapel and by the end of the year were num-
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bering a hundred strong.
By April 1948 they felt the time was appropriate to hold their first Celebrity
Concert in Bethlehem Chapel with soprano Linda Parker and baritone William
Parsons. Ieuan Rees-Davies, the composer of Close Thine Eyes was a member of
the audience and invited on stage to conduct this item. It was one of twelve
concerts given throughout the year and by 1949 the choir performed twenty
four concerts and a further twenty seven concerts in 1950 such was their
growing popularity in such a short period of time.
Outfits for performance were quite simply “Sunday Best” with a bow tie
and it wasn’t until the early 1950s that choristers enjoyed the privilege of their
own uniform. During this time support was given to the choir by managers of
the nearby Polikoff clothing factory where a number of the choristers worked.
Polikoffs became the venue for subsequent “go as you please” evenings of
entertainment (attracting more than four hundred guests a time!), several
annual dinners and numerous concerts and broadcasts during the early years.
It was a time when enthusiastic young choristers bonded in the most magnificent way, with “all hands on deck” to raise funds for their fledging
organisation. Memories remain vivid for some choristers who attended some
of the dances also held at the British Legion Hall in Pentre when Ron Lewis
would drive around collecting sandwiches, cakes and pies made by chorister’s
wives and mothers to be sold during the dance at a buffet overseen by Trevor
Protheroe. It was Polikoffs that presented the choir with its first uniform, a
blazer and grey trousers made out of the thinnest material possible!
In 1948, the year that the choir constitution was finalised, the first quarterly edition of the choir magazine, Excelsior, was published after a request
was made to the committee by chorister William Wilshire who thought a
monthly journal would be an ideal opportunity to celebrate their growing
success. The title was chosen because they felt it was the essence of an idea
of something almost impossible to attain. The suggestion was adopted and
Keri Evans, Richard Williams, W.J. “Donna” Griffiths and Ernest Lewis joined
him to form a sub-committee. At this time the emergence of Donna became
obvious. Originally a committeeman for a year he became the choir’s first
Publicity Officer to deal with the growing popularity of the organisation from
the local and national media. In 1952 he was elected secretary and this great
man retained the post for the next twenty eight years. For the first two years
Excelsior appeared as a quarterly magazine costing 3d and later 6d a copy
before developing into an annual publication in 1953. Originally published
by Pentre Printing in Llewellyn Street and later Caxton Press in Treorchy, the
first ten pamphlets contained crosswords, musical quizzes, columns of infor-
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mation on sport and weddings as well as regular articles from officials, music
staff and supporters. As John Haydn put it, “Let fame be its spur and let it
scorn delights and live laborious days in its muse-inspired mission to convince others of Treorchy’s goodwill and the surety of its aspirations.” What a
command of the English language the writers of those early editions had! As
each edition unfolded the maestro’s intense devotion to the choir became all
the more apparent as prior to each eisteddfod he addressed the choristers like
a general preparing for battle, but even in defeat set a tone of dignity by congratulating a rival choir on its success. In one of the last quarterly editions of
1950, concern was shown over the depletion of male voice choirs and the
conductor thought radio sets was a cause because people were not as willing
to leave the entertainment of their wireless! He had little to worry about as
the majority of choristers in his choir were below the age of thirty. Treorchy
was indeed becoming a choir of renown. Their achievements were built up
by faithful and unflagging work. They combined concentration and laughter,
cheerfulness and industry. Engagements saw them travel even further distances, occasionally “all through the night” and often in the most difficult of
weathers and gradually more concerts were held for fundraising activities
which is why the choir became a charitable organisation. The long hours on
the journeys passed quickly, thanks to the banter and leg-pulling from which
no one, least of all the conductor, was exempt. Things haven’t really changed
so much after all!
In 1948 one of those early
Excelsior committee members was
choir registrar Richard Williams
who died under the saddest of circumstances. He worshipped at
Salem, Cwmparc and after the minister and choir president finished
their graveside eulogies, John
Ipswich, 1951
Haydn stepped forward and read
the final chorus of Nidaros.
“The dawn is not distant, nor is the night starless
Christ is Eternal, God is still God
And his faith shall not fail us
Chris is Eternal.”
The choir moved into their musical tribute and that moment on a mountainside graveyard in Treorchy remains eternal. The sound of collective emotion
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and controlled passion in song became overwhelming. Treorchy had waited
for generations of musical hope – as a community it had deserved it.
Competition was incredibly important to the Treorchy & District Male
Voice Choir (later renamed Treorchy Male Choir in 1953) of the day, remembering that the eisteddfod had long been recognised as the testing ground of
Welsh choirs. The maestro eloquently wrote in Excelsior, “Our object is not to
gain a prize or to defeat a rival, but to pace one another on the road to excellence.” He was determined that his choir would not fall foul to the dreaded
“Cythraul y Canu” between choirs and was often the first on stage to congratulate the conductor of a winning choir – although compared to Treorchy’s
incredible record of victory, there was no need for him to undertake this duty
on a regular basis.. They first competed at the Park & Dare Whitsun
Eisteddfod in May 1948 with a staggering 157 choristers on stage to perform
Daniel Protheroe’s Nidaros. It was the first and only time that the choir came
second to neighbouring Pendyrus. The first victory at competition level was in
Llanharan in 1948 for another performance of Nidaros and the success was
repeated three months later in Pontllanfraith with Douglas Robinson the
Chorus Master of the Royal Opera Chorus in Covent Garden as the adjudicator. Quite an achievement for an organisation that had been established less
than two years – and what a remarkably exciting time for those original choristers. It is hard for us today to imagine what those early days must have been
like, how full of enthusiasm everyone was to succeed, how tense a competition must have been and how determined they all were to become a major
force in the male voice choral arena. In 1949 they won the eisteddfodau of
Treorchy and Llanharan which took place within a few weeks of one another.
The first visit to a National Eisteddfod since the reformation was to
Dolgellau on August 6th 1949 where the test pieces were Mordaith Cariad
(the piece John Haydn heard them rehearse when he first entered the
rehearsal room eleven years earlier), Full Fathom Five and Tiger Tiger. In true
tradition, all competition items were performed for the general public with a
fundraising eisteddfod concert held in Ramah Chapel on July 24th. It was a
regular occurrence for the choir to allow the public an insight into the work
they were about to perform before the adjudicators. However, the final
rehearsal prior to an eisteddfod was always a closed event and visitors were
turned away from the rehearsal room. A host of logistical problems were faced
by the secretary as he prepared for the Dolgellau visit. It had been decided
that the total number of choristers and supporters travelling north would not
exceed three hundred. A legion of buses were needed and it was necessary
for Stanley Jones to make a prior visit to Machynlleth where he organised
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three hundred lunches in five different cafes. It was reported that during the
visit there one chorister made “a remark which reflected on the Secretary”
and George Neighbour used his legal knowledge to draft a letter demanding
an unreserved apology which was countersigned by the entire committee!
Naturally, the apology came without delay! That day the choir came an honourable second to the experienced Morriston Orpheus under the baton of
Ivor Sims. It was the last time they lost to Morriston.
Such was the determination of the choir, they returned to the National
Eisteddfod arena again in 1950, when it was held in neighbouring Caerphilly.
As ten coaches set out to conquer Caerphilly, the same mixture of enthusiasm and nervousness rushed through the choristers. They performed Baich
Damascus, Deryn y Bwn and Cysga Di for the capacity crowd. Despite all
efforts, they once again received second prize, but their work was not in vain.
This intense rehearsal and preparation was a formidable method of perfecting
the art of choral singing. This was a choir that had rapidly become a disciplined entity and one that was rapidly perfecting its own distinct “sound”. It
was a “sound” nurtured by John Haydn and his successor, making Treorchy
the choir (that Sir Harry Secombe so kindly said) was the “Welsh choir others try to imitate.”
Although the choir continued to win many of the semi-national and
Whitsun eisteddfodau at Llanharan and Treorchy, it wasn’t all sweetness and
light in the early days of competition of course. At Sennybridge in May 1950
the choir were placed fourth. “We were robbed”, claimed more than a number of choristers, who had forgotten to follow John Haydn’s famous adage, “If
you lose say little, if you win say less.” Having said that, Rhymney came first
and without wishing to question the judgement of the adjudicator, he teased
the audience with a glowing account of the time he spent as a youth in the
village. There was some comfort for Treorchy as Manselton came last but
went on to win the first prize at the National Eisteddfod in Caerphilly three
months later.
Stan Jones and David Jenkins faced some administrative difficulties
because of the sheer widespread fame of the choir with demands for radio
broadcasts and concert performances increasing month by month. Stan was
an able and amicable entrepreneur in his own right for when a china tea set
was given as a retiring present for the treasurer who was moving to Swindon,
or when a hire car was needed for the conductor, he could provide both from
his own resources. It is also interesting to note that although the committee
decided on an honoraria to be paid to the officers the amount was often “left
on the table” for quite some time.
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Following an audition for the BBC in October 1948 (before Idris Lewis,
Head of Welsh Music at the BBC and Teddy Richards, conductor of Cor
Caerdydd) the choir gave its first broadcast in a series called For Export Only
which was transmitted from the Reardon Smith Lecture Theatre in Cardiff.
The fee was £26.5.0 with £15.5.0 for expenses. A second broadcast, again
from the Reardon Smith Hall, took place in November. In February 1949 the
choir made its first broadcast with the BBC Welsh Orchestra, conducted by
Rhondda-born Mansel Thomas from the Park and Dare with a second broadcast there a month later. In April another broadcast came from Hermon
Chapel with Idris Daniels of Pencader as baritone soloist and in May the first
of more than thirty successful programmes called All Together came from the
rehearsal room with a young presenter named Alun Williams. Over the next
sixteen years they made these broadcasts, recording almost a hundred songs
ranging from sea shanties to light opera. It was an amazing opportunity for a
young choir and they undertook the challenge gladly. The reputation of the
choir as a “one-take” wonder certainly spread through the entertainment
world. The demand for their services on radio and later television programmes was prolific with up to nine or ten regular broadcasts a year, usually
from the rehearsal room or a nearby chapel. However, they weren’t always
“spot on” of course, remembering the broadcast at Polikoff’s canteen with the
BBC Welsh Orchestra under Arwel Hughes for a programme called From the
Welsh Hills. They sang Men of Harlech twelve times!
In the first five years only two concerts were given in England. The first
took place in London in
April 1949 when the
choir of 150 strong was
invited to perform at the
National Coal Board
Boxing
Finals
at
Wembley pool before
HRH The Duke of
Edinburgh who was
introduced to John
Haydn Davies. The invitation came from Fred
Russell Square Gardens, 1949
Pullin, the Deputy Press
officer of the NCB who regularly contributed articles for Excelsior for years to
come. To a darkened hall they walked quietly to their seats wearing miners
helmets and dressed in overhauls and simultaneously turned them on as they
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began to sing to the 10,000 strong crowd. The effect, as one can appreciate,
was breathtaking. The visit to London was a memorable occasion, with an
impromptu performance given for the press in Russell Square Gardens followed by a group of fifty or more choristers mounting the statue of Eros in
Piccadilly Circus to perform the finale of Nidaros!
The second “away concert” in May 1951 took place in the Royal Albert
Hall as part of the Festival of Britain with the challenge of singing Dr
Thomas Wood’s specially commissioned The Rainbow based on the epic
evacuation of Dunkirk and proved irresistible under the conductorship of
Sir Adrian Boult. Gradually the opportunity to travel further afield – albeit
without the beauty of a motorway system as yet – proved an exciting time
for those choristers who had probably never even left the borders of the
Rhondda until then. Visits to Ipswich were frequent, as were concerts in
Doncaster where John Barker, the conductor of the Wheatsheaf Girls Choir,
became Treorchy’s first Honorary Member. Later that year the choir made
its first visit to Birmingham Town Hall at the invitation of the Birmingham
Welsh Society. Organised by secretary D.O. Griffiths (who also became an
Honorary Member), the concert was an outstanding success and one in
which the choir performed on a regular basis for years to come.
By the dawning of the new decade changes were becoming apparent in
the choir. Stanley Jones relinquished his position as secretary due to work
commitments (he later became an estate agent), allowing the post vacant
for Donna Griffiths – the duties of which he carried out so admirably for
almost thirty years. Treasurer David Jenkins “emigrated” to Swindon, leaving the post filled by Gwynne Williams, who also remained in that position
for almost three decades. The enthusiasm of John Haydn, Tom Jones and
their choristers knew no bounds and the sights were set to tackle the tests
pieces for the forthcoming National Eisteddfod in Aberystwyth in August
1952. History tells us that this was the pinnacle moment of the early years
as they performed Schubert’s 23rd Psalm, causing the adjudicators to drop
their pens, sit back and listen before the spokesman proclaimed if there was
singing like it in heaven he was eager to get there quickly. Within six years
the Treorchy Male Choir had scaled the peaks of musical distinction. They
had musically conquered the competitive arena, recording studio and concert platform. It was the firm foundation on which sixty years of
outstanding success and stories from which legends are made of, that
allowed the Treorchy Male Choir to remain one of the greatest music institutions in the world.
Dean Powell
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IT WAS BEAUTIFUL
By Iris Williams
I had a wonderful time performing at the choir’s Diamond Jubilee concert
and it was truly a highlight of the year for me. I had a fantastic night, everything about it was fabulous and singing with you all was the icing on the cake
in so many ways. I’ve been in New York too long!
Anyway thank you again and hopefully it wont be too long before we do
some more concerts together. I know you have expressed an interest in my
singing with you all in the future either over there or here in America - which
would be lovely! I wish you all every success for the future. I send you all my
love and may you carry on for the next sixty years.

GOLDEN CHORISTER
FIFTY years of song was celebrated by a
Treorchy choristers this year and he was
rewarded for his faithfulness and dedication
with a beautifully inscribed gold watch from
the choir.
Second bass chorister Peter Morris joined
the choir in 1956 and to commemorate his
half century received the award at the choir's
annual concert in the Park & Dare Theatre in
October.
In response to the gift, Peter sent the following letter to the choir:

Peter Morris and Gareth Evans

"I am very humble to receive the gold wrist watch for my fifty years service to this prestigious organisation. What an occasion to be sharing the stage
with Irs Williams and the choir on its Diamond Jubilee concert, and be presented before our own supporters of Treorchy and the Rhondda.
The past fifty years has fulfilled my life with nostalgia with every aspect of
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life. We have travelled extensively, performed before royalty and shared the
platform with living legends of entertainment and sporting idols.
I am looking forward to many more years music making and companionship and I will promote the name of Treorchy Male Choir with a greater sense
of pride. I would like to thank the music staff and fellow choristers for that
special evening which I shall cherish forever."

THE CHOIR KEEPS ON TRACK!
A Visit to Shrewsbury Railway Station
Choristers underwent a pilgrimage to an English
railway station to visit the spot where one of their
favourite hymn tunes was composed. Members visited the very spot where composer Arwel Hughes
wrote the melody for Tydi a Roddaist more than 60
years ago. It was a special visit for the Rhondda
singers because Mr Hughes's grandson, Meuryn
Hughes, was their conductor at the time.

Choristers at Shrewsbury

The choir performed a sell-out concert in Rhyl
Pavillion with tenor Rhys Meirion before spending
the night in nearby Faenol Fawr, a 16th century Elizabethan Manor House.
On their way home to the Rhondda on the following day they passed through
Shrewsbury and decided to make a stop at the town's railway station before
enjoying another memorable afternoon at The Crown Inn.
A plaque was unveiled in memory of Arwel Hughes's composition on
Platform Three where he wrote the music in 1938. Earlier that year the BBC
had decided to commission a new work to be performed on their St David's
Day broadcast called Wales. BBC employee T. Rowland Hughes wrote the
words, but he turned to his friend Arwel Hughes to compose the stirring
anthem. Mr Hughes, then Head of Music at BBC Wales made frequent visits
between the studios in Bangor and Cardiff, stopping off in Shrewsbury to
change trains. One day he sat on the platform and wrote the entire hymn in
twenty minutes flat.
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THERE'S ALWAYS A WARM WELCOME
By Mel Thomas
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
Give Fred or Gwyn a phone call
They will surely let you in.
The lads are pretty friendly
As those who've joined have found,
You are speedily accepted
If you always buy a round.
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
You don't have to be Caruso
Nor a crooner just like Bing.
It helps though to be sober,
Show enthusiasm, drive
And as for your appearance,
Think Vice-Presidente Clive.
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
And if you're a Top Tenor
You can guarantee a fling.
You could even sing a solo
Like Wyn or Ray or Dean,
Just follow their example,
Make sure your pants are clean.
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
You'll meet such lovely people
To you such joy they'll bring.
Some of them have low incomes
And others loads of bread.
Now Brian Bates, the President's
From Cheltenham, nuff said.
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There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
They look back with nostalgia
To old traditions cling.
There's lots of memorabilia
Norman Martin's on the case,
When he was Choir Curator
In his attic - one stuffed bass.
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
Great characters abound there
Stuart Hill's the man to ring
He's known as Captain Bing Bong,
Observes choristers on tour,
Those he deems to act like idiots
Then, with them he wipes the floor.
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
In a choir lots of pressure
Keeping cool now that's the thing.
Take a tip from Derek Langley,
It is one that's worth to keep
If it makes you hot and sweaty
Then like him just fall asleep.
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
Try and be yourself at all times
You are everyman not King.
Roger Morse he's one to follow
Choir comedian, what a hoot,
In a posh hotel in Scotland
Fell down stairs, the quickest route.
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
Let your voice rise up with feeling
Like a bird upon the wing.
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Listen, learn from other members
They'll teach you to bill and coo.
Then you'll soon sing like Phil Edmunds,
"Cock a Doodle, Doodle, Do".
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
Show you're keen to all officials,
Be respectful that's the thing
And if you're prone to use bad language,
Here's a point you're mind must bear,
Ivor Lock, the Choir Librarian,
Doesn't like to hear you swear.
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
Be ye old or even ancient
Just as long as you have zing.
You could join the Rhondda Ramblers
Islwyn, Reg, Mal Morgan, Gale.
If they take you on their travels
Be prepared to sup some ale.
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
Keep an eye on Ian Reynolds,
If he's got a measuring thing.
Don't be put off by his manner
He has got just what it takes
To be expert at his calling.
Ian Reynolds undertakes.
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
Gareth Evans Choir Chairman
Once he's got you how he'll cling.
Keen to sign up more new members
And relieve them of their sub
I'm not talking of the Choir
But of Kenfig Hill Golf Club.
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There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
Be you large or small in stature
Being talented that's the thing.
Take Peter Morris for example
Plays the organs, acts so cool,
Members who've seen Pete performing
Liken him to Pete O'Toole.
There's always a warm welcome
At Treorchy if you sing
At this Diamond occasion
Let us have a glorious fling,
Let us look back and remember
All those triumphs, each a test,
Let us too look to the future,
Treorchy Singers - you're the best.

LORD OF THE DANCE
One of the most pleasant events of the
Diamond Jubilee Year was the dinner and
dance held at the plush Millennium Suite
of the Millennium Stadium. Organised by
first bass chorister Alan Lewis, more than
two hundred guests sat for the dinner
and entertainment held to celebrate the
choir's special milestone.
With kind words of grace given by
President Brian Bates, Master of ceremonies Dean Powell invited a series of
guest speakers to address the audience, including chairman Gareth Evans,
conductor emeritus John Cynan Jones, conductor Meuryn Hughes, Vice
President Clive Thomas and Lord Lieutenant of Glamorgan Kate Thomas.
The evening saw Penclawdd born Mel Thomas, a favourite of the choir
who regulalry comperes concerts in Walsall, take to the stage with his won-
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derful anecdotes and
two superbly written
poems dedicated to the
choir and found within
these pages of Excelsior.
The evening's entertaiment was continued
with big band singer Jeff
Hooper ensuring the
audience remained well
entertained until late in
the night.

DIOLCH YN “FAENOL” FAWR!
Following the choir’s concert in Rhyl, many of
the choristers decided to stay overnight in the
beautiful Elizabethan Manor House called
Faenol Fawr. A party atmosphere prevailed
throughout the evening when local builders
firm boss Mike Walsh offered to pay the men
£100 to sing a football anthem of his choice.
Naturally the choristers readily obliged and
money was handed over to them, which they in turn donated to Ty Hafan.
The following letter was received from the hospice to the members of the
choir:
“On behalf of the Trustees of Ty Hafan thank you so much for your generous donation of £100 to our appeal fund being the proceeds raised from
singing for Anglia Builders. Please pass on our sincere thanks to the Treorchy
Male Choir for their generosity and support. Your kindness will help ensure
that Ty Hafan will meet the £2.4million annual running costs of the hospitce,
enabling us to continue providing a free and much needed service to those
families in Wales who have a child with a life limiting illness. Thank you once
again for your donation and I do hope we can look forward to your help once
again in the future.”
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THE ROYAL CONCERT
One of the most prestigious
engagements of the year was the
choir's performance before HRH
Prince Phillip The Duke of
Edinburgh at The Savoy in
London. The invitation came
from Rod Natkiel, the producer
of the Mansion House concert
some months before who was so
The Savoy
impressed with the choir's performance that he invited us to appear in a special Variety Club of Great Britain
dinner entitled Rugby Legends. The fundraising banquet in the main dining
room of the world-famous hotel was attended by more than three hundred
rugby internationals, guests, businesspeople and Variety Club supporters.
The chief guest was the Duke of Edinburgh who came forward to make presentations to the seven rugby legends who were honoured for their massive
contribution to the sport.
Master of ceremonies was Ronnie
Nathan who introduced the choir to
the stage. Treorchy's performance was
simply superb as always. We performed
a variety of old favourites, including a
rousing rendition of Nessun Dorma
which saw the audience applaud loudly,
cheer and stamp their feet. However,
the highlight of the performance was
The Duke of Edinburgh, Ian Roberton
the specially arranged "Savoy Medley", a
and Joe Harris.
selection of songs from each of the
home nation countries which included Molly Malone, Flower of Scotland, Swing
Low and Cwm Rhondda (saving the best until last!) The reaction was quite
breathtaking with plenty of cheering and good humour amongst the crowd.
An incredible charity auction took place with Adger Brown as auctioneer.
Items ranged from signed boxing gloves from Mohammed Ali to golf trips in
Scotland and even a Harley Davidson motorbike which sold for almost
£20,000. The auction was followed by Times journalist Ian Roberton whose
wittisicims and tales of rugby tours caused fits of laughter amongst the crowd.
Presentations were then made to the seven rugby players themselves - not
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all of whom could be present because of their location around the world.
Willie John McBride was the first to take the stage, representing Ireland, to
receive his award from the Prince. He was followed by Andrew Mehrtens of
New Zealand, Gavin Hastings from Scotland, Michael Lynagh from Australia,
Lawrence Dallaglio of England and our very own Gareth Edwards from
Wales. Each of the players shared humourous anecdotes of their time in the
profession and choristers and audience alike revelled in the opportunity of
sharing in this very special evening.

LANCING REMEMBERED
by Suzanne Doyle-Morris
When Tony Richards, the Deputy Chief Executive of Sussex Woodenspoon,
rang Regional Chairman, Ian Braid, Ian dropped what he was doing ….. and
tried to turn his phone off. Too late! Apparently the world famous Treorchy
Male Choir was looking for a gig with Spoon and would “Sussex” like to think
about organising an event? Well that was January 2006 and so it came to pass
that on Saturday December 9th two coach-loads of Welshmen complete with
accompanist Jan Ball arrived at the doors of the 19th Gothic chapel at
Lancing College.
The choice of venue was never going to be an issue - the chapel looked
as magnificent inside as it did from the outside, and rising out of the South
Downs lit up against the dark December sky. The Committee’s challenge was
to sell enough tickets to do justice to both the setting and the Choir. Friends
were cajoled,
friends
of
friends were
c a j o l e d .
“Williams…..
you Welsh?”
“Have you ever
been
to
Tenby?” The
personal
charm offensive
was
supported by a
Lancing Chapel
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poster campaign, editorials and ads in the local media as well as interviews
on two radio stations. Is it the drive for success or the fear of failure that
makes a successful Committee? Well Sussex had a series of targets which
were fulfilled.
Meanwhile back in The Valleys things weren’t good. Just four days before
the concert The Treorchy (as we now call them) and their Principal
Conductor parted company. All was not lost. The charm of Fred the Secretary
and the power of the internet
came together to find Dr
Alwyn Humphreys both
available and willing to step
into the breach. So come
Saturday the Choir was nervous as they arrived and had
an intensive practice with Dr
Alwyn
– a man who set the
Dr. Alwyn Humphreys and Janice Ball with
boys at ease with his warmth
choristers at Lancing
and obvious talent as an
arranger and conductor par excellence.
The boys were sorted and the Committee knew we were into profit – all
going to fund our current project, the Living Skills Area at Chaliey Heritage
School, for severely physically handicapped children. By the time the concert
started well over 400 people were in the audience. In addition to the revenue
from advanced sales, we took £706 on the door from tickets and donations
for programmes. By the end of the first half which featured the fantastic talents of the soloist Diana Gilchrist as well as the Choir, Ian Braid was so
moved he told the audience that there were times in the last hour that he
almost wished he was Welsh. He was also able to confirm that he was over
the worst and should have made a full recovery in time for The 6 Nations.
Wine and mince pies were served at the interval and all too soon after two
encores we were at the end of the concert. This was a very special evening for
everyone that had the privilege to be there. Everything came together and the
success of the event was down to the teamwork of the Sussex Committee and in
particular the hard work of Helen Greaves-Smith and Sandy Fleming who led the
project. Current estimates are that the evening will have raised around £5,000.
So what do you do with 70 (thirsty) Welshmen, an accompanist and two
coaches at 10:30 on a Saturday night in Lancing? Find a rugby club. Step forward Shoreham RFC and in particular Pete Gerry, The Secretary, and Simon
Edgar the Chairman. When Ian was organising the re-hydration of the Choir,
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Pete only had one question – “Do the Treorchy want a ‘lock-in’?” We knew
we had come to the right place. As it happened Shoreham arranged for their
Christmas party to be on that very night and in order to make the Boys welcome arranged for a barrel of Brains to be on tap.
We piloted the coaches to the party and entered The Royal Coach. The
party had been in full swing for hours and there was clearly a lot of collateral
damage evident. Stepping over the front row (and either their partners or
some new found friends) we walked past the band and into a reserved room.
Food was eaten, drink was taken and then the Treorchy set about their next
task. “Boys we need to give the band an early night.”
Sometime during the next 90 minutes the band did indeed leave as the
Choir enthralled the Royal Coach with a stellar performance led by Dean the
evening’s compere. When Ian first became Chairman of Sussex he never
realised that as part of the role he would get to sing Delilah with the world
famous Treorchy Male Choir. But he did. As Max Boyce puts it “I was there”.
The Treorchy has played some of the great venues in the world, The
Millennium Stadium Cardiff, The Sydney Opera House, Mansion House,
London and now via Lancing College Chapel (which they rank very highly
indeed) The Royal Coach, Shoreham. It’s what rugby as a community does
best – welcoming old friends and making new ones over a beer and a song.
12.45 am on Sunday morning and The Treorchy are making their way onto
the coaches. Gareth, the Choir’s Chairman said “Ian…. you did us proud”.
Said it all really and was such a compliment to the Sussex Committee. Same
again next year? Don’t bet against it.
* This article appeared on a dedicated Woodenspoon website.

CHRISTMAS CHEER
One of the most pleasurable and rewarding experiences in the Treorchy
Choir's calendar is entertaining our friends and neighbours at Christmas time.
Every year choristers embark on an evening of carol singing amongst the
nursing homes of the upper Rhondda Fawr and this year was no exception.
However, it was the events of the following day that will probably live long in
the memory of the Treorchy chorister. At 9am the coaches set off on a journey to the All Nations Centre in Cardiff where choristers were invited to
perform at a special conference for Coca Cola staff. Remembering the sponsorship deal between the soft-drinks company and the choir in supporting its
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junior musician competition, choristers readily agreed to perform for the conference of more than three hundred members of staff.
Accompanist Jan Ball offered her services to play and conduct the small
choir of forty voices who took part in this very memorable event. Steve
Groves of BBC Radio Wales attended the event to interview a selection of
choristers on Treorchy's successful Diamond Jubilee Year and within
moments the stage was set for the early morning concert. Compere Dean
Powell produced a can of Coca Cola from his pocket to lighten the mood in
the large hall and so amid this pleasant, cheerful atmosphere the choir performed a selection of well-known favourites and modern arrangements with
Jan conducting from the piano. The reaction from the audience was superb,
especially when the choir surprised them all by performing the Coca Cola
theme song, Holidays are Coming.
The day continued with this air of cheerfulness as the choristers returned
to the valley and settled into the comfortable surroundings of The Lion in
Treorchy. Food and drinks were served to the choristers who in turn performed four times outside the pub to the passing Christmas shoppers. This
happy atmosphere prevailed throughout the afternoon as the choristers readily performed time after time for
their friends and neighbours on
the main street. Later in the
evening they also visited The Stag
Hotel to perform a selection of
items there before walking to
Treorchy RAFA club where they
performed at the last Christmas
party of the Burberry factory.
Throughout the latter part of the
Outside The Lion, Treorchy
year headline news told the tragic
tale of the impending closure of the clothing plant in Treorchy with the loss
of 300 jobs. In an effort to raise the spirits, the choristers gave them a short
concert in the main hall of the club, much to their delight.
The day's entertainment didn't end there either with two mini bus loads
of choristers then travelling to The Village pub in Treherbert for yet another
evening concert. After more than twelve hours of continued singing (and
indulging in liquid refreshment!) the choristers then sang to a packed hall of
locals. Carols and Welsh choral repertoire delighted the crowd for the remainder of the evening. A long and very memorable day indeed!
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ATTENDANCES
“There remains the central core of the choir, those faithful ones, regular in attendance, attentive and alert in rehearsals, with the music in their heads and not with
their heads in their music, singing at concerts with confidence and courage, cheerful
at all times and ever patient and long suffering despite the idisyncracies of the conductor. They in truth are THE Treorchy Male Choir”
John Haydn Davies
Founder Conductor, 1954
During the year 76 rehearsals were held and 22 official engagements
Rehearsals

Engagements

CENTURY CLUB (100% Attendance)
Norman Martin
Frederick O’Brien
William Thomas
Ernald Brooks

Norman Martin
Frederick O’Brien
William Thomas
Stuart Hill
Arthur Miles
Dennis Lethbridge
Dean Powell
Paul Evans
Derek Thomas
Alun Davies
Tony Davies
George Jacob

NIFTY NINETIES CLUB (90% Attendance)
Cyril Bevan
Ernald Brooks
Alwyn Lewis
Alwyn Lewis
Dennis Lethbridge
Andrew Costin
Stuart Hill
Mark Milsom
David Powell
David Powell
Gwyn Morgan
Brian Williams
Jeff Priday
Jeff Priday
John Jones
John Jones
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Keith Newman
Keith Owens
Daryl Stacey
William Watkins
Robert Hopkins
Bryn Jones
Brian Williams
David Birch
Gary Horgan
Derek Langley
David Bebb
Terry Coulthard
Paul Evans
Phillip Warren
Alun Davies
Tony Davies
David Evans
George Jacob
Peter Jones
Llew Summerhill

Keith Newman
Keith Owens
William Watkins
Robert Hopkins
Bryn Jones
Arthur Miles
Roger Arundel

CHORISTERS BALANCE SHEET
IN
OUT
John Bowen
Clive Taylor
Phillip Tucker
Peter Hamer
Jack Bean
Clive Spanswick
Nick Jenkins
Ben Vaughan
Paul Brabham
David Williams
Carwyn Davies
IN & OUT – Andrew Nash, Paul Jones, Evan Davies, Andrew Cartwright
NUMBER ON BOOKS – DECEMBER 2006
1T
26

2T
26

1B
28

2B
27

TOTAL
107
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ENGAGEMENTS 2006
March
Saturday 4th

Friday 10th

Millennium Stadium, Cardiff (Powergen Semi-Final
with Bedwas, Trethomas & Machen Band, conducted
by Dr Haydn James)
Rehearsal Room, Treorchy
(S4C’s Newyddion programme)
Wales Millennium Centre, Cardiff (with the Cory Band)

April
Saturday 8th
Friday 14th
Saturday 29th

Town Hall, Cheltenham
Park & Dare Theatre, Treorchy
St Mary Church, Woburn

Thursday 7th

May
Thursday 4th

Saturday 13th
Saturday 20th

Thursday 25th

June
Thursday 15th
Friday 16th
Sunday 18th
Friday 23rd
Saturday 24th
Tuesday 27th
Thursday 29th

Cwmparc Primary School (unveiling a plaque in memory of the those who lost their lives in the bombing of
1941)
The Pavilion, Weymouth
Millennium Stadium, Cardiff (Heinekin Cup Final with
Bedwas, Trethomas & Machen Band, conducted by Dr
Haydn James)
Bethlehem Chapel, Treorchy (DVD recording with
singer Huw Priday)

Rehearsal Room, Treorchy (BBC TV’s Wales Today programme)
Mansion House, London
Wales Millennium Centre, Cardiff
Corn Exchange, Kings Lynn
Embassy Theatre, Skegness
Porth Community School (performing at the Veterans
Day ceremony)
BBC Studios, Cardiff (recording Green Green Grass of
Home on the Katherine Jenkins album, Serenade)
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July
Saturday 15th
Friday 28th

Victoria Hall, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent
The Memorial Hall, Malborough College

September
Saturday 9th
Saturday 23rd

The College, Malvern
National Museum, Cardiff

October
Saturday 7th
Thursday 12th
Saturday 21st
Tuesday 31st

Royal College of the Forest of Dean, Coleford
Park & Dare Theatre, Treorchy
Sherborne Abbey
National Museum, Cardiff

November
Saturday 11th
Wednesday 15th
Saturday 25th

Town Hall, Walsall
The Savoy Hotel, London
The Pavilion, Rhyl

December
Saturday 9th
Thursday 21st

College Chapel, Lancing
All Nations Centre, Cardiff (Coca Cola Conference)
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Mrs. V. Dix (Cheltenham)
Mr. S. Nicholas (Cheshire)
Mr.. D. Halstead (Treorchy)
Mr. L. Ball (Wolverhampton)
H. Hardwick (Bucks.)
Mrs. N. Absalom (Warrington)
Mr. M. Gleadall (Yorkshire)
Mr. H. Errington (Carlisle)
Mrs. I. Oak (Blaenrhondda)
Mrs. T. A. Curl (Thrapston)
Mrs. S. Knox-Lecky (Barton St. David)
Mr. W. J. Clarke (Stafford)
Mr. G. Humphreys (N. Somerset)
Miss. K. Lawrence (Ton-Pentre)
Mr. J. Morgan (Bristol)
Mr. B. J. Stanley (Devon)
Mr. R. Thurlow (Sudbury)
Mrs. G. Jones (Treorchy)
Mr. R. Green (Treherbert)
Dr. R. Hinton (Andover)
Mr. R. Middleton (Monmouth)
Mr. L. Hall (Pencoed)
Mr. J. Randall (Edinburgh)
Mr. D. Reynolds (Ton-Pentre)
Mrs. G. Reynolds (Ton-Pentre)
Mr. M. T. Edwards (Birmingham)
Mrs. I. A. Slade (Warwickshire)
Mrs. C. H. Rogerson (Galashiels)
Miss. J. A. Wright (Staffs.)
Mrs. P. Goss (NSW Australia)
Mr. A. Pearce (Wyken, Coventry)
Mrs. G. Andrews (Wendover, Bucks.)
Mrs. D. M. Pugsley (Berkshire)
Mr. R. Hobbs (West Sussex)
Mr. A. Smith (Crickhowell, Powys)
Mr. S. Dickinson (Caerphilly)
Mr. D. M. Rees (France)
Mr. B. Jefford (Porlock, Somerset)
Mr. C. Griffiths (Halesowen)
Mrs. J. E. M. Shephard (Leighton Buzzard)
Mr. P. Shephard (Leighton Buzzard)
Mr. J. J. Tucker (Walsall)
Mr. S. Whittaker (Lancashire)
Mr. A. Butcher (Spalding, Lincolnshire)
Mrs. M. J. Webb (Abergavenny)
Mr. G. L. Garfield (Newent, Glos.)
Mr. H. Den Hartog Sr. (Holland)
Mr. P. Rowland (Altrincham, Cheshire)
Mr. E. Gilbertson (Melbourne, Australia)
Rev’d. M. A. Morris (Canterbury, Kent)
Mr. B. Brierley (NSW, Australia)
Mr. B. Boulton (Hemsby, Gt. Yarmouth)
Mrs. P. Hudson (Lydney, Glos.)
Miss. M. Lawrence (Blaenrhondda)
Dr. I. Price (Aberthin, Nr. Cowbridge)
Mr. A. L. Breens (Honiton)
Mr. P. Roberts (Worcestershire)
Mr. P. M. Murphy (Treorchy)

Mr. A. Dix (Cheltenham)
Mr. D. R. Murphy (Hertfordshire)
Miss. A. Murphy (Middlesex)
Mr. D. Downton (Porthcawl)
Mr. H. Windsor (Pencoed)
Miss. D. Boon (Ipswich)
Mrs. S. Reynolds (Treorchy)
Mr. G. Jenkins (Leighton Buzzard)
Mr. B. C. Simpson OBE (Hereford)
Mr. C. King (Haverfordwest)
Mrs. D. Cook (NSW. Australia)
Dr. B. Williams (Derbyshire)
Mr. S. Drummond (Pontyclun)
Mr. G. Neighbour (Southampton)
Mrs. J. Lawrence (Blanecwm)
Dr. S. Price (Boston, USA)
Mrs. C. Merriman (Ystradgynlais)
Mr. R. Hill (Cwmparc)
Mrs. P. Howells (Gelli)
Mr. K. Harries (Clwyd)
Mrs. O. Bobbett (Treorchy)
Ms. H. M. Vereker (Hereford)
Mrs. M. Coles (Somerset)
Mr. R. Perry (Glasgow)
Mr. R. S. Thompson (Glasgow)
Miss. R. O. Wood (Somerset)
Mr. D. Fear (Cwmparc)
Mr. B. Pengelley (Perth, W. Australia)
Mrs. J. M. Pengelley (Perth, W. Australia)
Miss. E. Osborne (Devon)
Mrs. L. Evans (Cwmparc)
Mr. P. Phillips (Gillingham, Kent)
Mr. G. M. Vaughan-Edmunds (Poole)
Mr. G. D. Jones (Stratford-Upon-Avon)
Mrs. M. Kerridge (Bucks)
Ms. P. Barry ( Monmouth)
Mr. K. L. Vaughan (Nuneaton)
Senator L. D’Allesandro (N.H. USA)
Mr. J. W. Pierce (W. Yorkshire)
Mr. P Kehoe (Sutton)
Mrs. R. Jeremiah (Treherbert)
Mr. G. E. Owen (Worksop, Notts.)
Mrs. P. D. Poole (Sussex)
Mr. D. S. Poole (Dorking, Surrey)
Mr. J. H. Lewis (Cambs.)
Mrs. D. Lewis (Cambs.)
Mr. G. Lewis (Chalfont St. Giles)
Mr. M. B. Perry (Gloucester)
Mr. R. E. Taylor (Northampton)
Mrs. G. A. Turner (Coleford)
Mr. R. J. L. Harris (Huntingdon)
Mr. R. G. Carr (Rhymney Gwent)
Mrs. J. M. Heffer (Buckingham)
Mr. R. E. Morris (Sutton Coldfield)
Mr. A. B. H. Davies (Macclesfield)
Mrs. F. A. Colebourn (Chester)
Mrs. M. Hawtin (Worcestershire)
Mrs. I. Cartwright (Newent, Glos.)
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Mr. J. Cooper (N. Ireland)
Mr. J. C. Wharton (Cardiff)
Mr. J. E. Little (Dorset)
Mr. C. Rowland (Cowbridge)
Mrs. M. Windsor (Pencoed)
Mr. J. Gallacher (Glasgow)
Mr. A. Bladon (Cardiff)
Mrs. J. Jennings (Devon)
Mr. K. Alderson (Cumbria)
Mrs. G. Graham (Carlisle)
Mr. N. Chivers (Cheltenham)
Mrs. A. Childs (London)
Mr. J. Lee (Essex)
Mrs. M. Davies (Treorchy)
Mr. M. Davies (Cardiff)
Miss. E. Davies (Sudbury)
Mrs. T. Ricketts (Treherbert)
Miss. C. Spencer (Chelsea)
Mrs. P. H. Roberts (Wilts.)
Mr. E. Hancock (Treorchy)
Mr. T. Davies (Staffs.)
Mrs. M. Gosling (Surrey)
Mr. L. Hill (Cardiff)
Jennifer Jones (Cornwall)
Mr. T. C. Ross (Essex)
Ms. S. Reed (Berwickshire)
Mr. P. R. Orrells (Treorchy)
Mrs. J. Mann (Florida)
Mr. I. Glasby (Dorset)
Mrs. H. Glasby (Dorset)
Mr. R. Davies (Somerset)
Ms. E. O’Neill (NJ. USA)
Mrs. G. Baker (Treorchy)
Mrs. M. Morris (Bucks.)
Ms. L. Holmes (London)
Mr. A. R. Jones (Devon)
Mrs. F. Apperly (Cambs.)
Mr. R. T. Andrews (Bucks.)
Mr. G. Evans (Ton-Pentre)
Mrs. V. Evans (Ton Pentre)
Mr. K. Wines (Treorchy)
Ms. L. Jones (NJ, USA)
Mr. R. Collier (Bath)
Mr. A. Edwards (Rhyl)
Mr. F. Harries (Cardiff)
Mrs. C. Upton (Treherbert)
Mr. R. Abel (Bristol)
Mr. S. Gould (St. Albans)
Mr. P. Webb (Cheshire)
Mr. J. M. Thomas (Banbury)
Mr. A. Sadler (Berks.)
Mrs. D. A. Jones (Telford)
Mr. A. Morton (St. Albans)
Mr. C. Clare (Tonyrefail)
Mr. D. Hillman (Porthcawl)
Mr. R. Franklin (Willersey)
Mr. D. Floyd (Birmingham)
Mr. M. James (Cardiff)
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